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ABSTRACT 
The creative work for this MA thesis, The Performing Nurse and the 
research that informs it, seek to join the two key vocations of the 
researcher – the artist and the nurse – to create the Nurse Artist and claim 
a voice for nurses. The theatrical performance and the exegetical material 
represent my original attempts to address the main research question: 
How can the Nurse Artist emerge to express the self, to gain a voice in a 
system that often demands compliance and silence?  
Practice-led research, utilising an auto-ethnographic and an auto-
performative approach to critique historical and contemporary nurse 
archetypes through performance, informs the overall project. The 
Performing Nurse a production, based around the comic monologues of 
five characters and developed through five creative iterations, is the 
primary site for addressing the research question and its component parts. 
The practice-led approach also involved the use of focus groups and 
surveys, providing comprehensive feedback from the nursing profession 
across the creative development phases.   
The project draws on the pioneering work of Peggy Shaw and Jo Brand 
whose art is located within the burgeoning field of what is known as 
Performing Medicine. It engages with the concept of the docile and 
disciplined body proffered by Michel Foucault, Julia Kristeva’s concept of 
the abject and Mikhail Bakhtin’s analysis of carnival and the grotesque 
body to help unpack/analyse/communicate and articulate in aesthetic 
terms, the nursing experience. The creative practice aims to give a voice 
to nurses through the Nurse Artist as a comedian, performer and singer, 
and places her and the issues she raises on stage for viewing, reflection 
and discussion.  
The findings point to the efficacy of enabling the Nurse Artist as a 
mobilising tool for the self-expression of nurses and to enhance nurses’ 
awareness of self-care. The research contributes to the field of Performing 
Medicine and points to potential applications within the health sector and 
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the nursing community that increase self- esteem and general well- being, 
thereby helping to create healthier and fulfilling workplaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theatrical production entitled The Performing Nurse and the 
accompanying exegesis are the working responses and outcomes of the 
research questions and the processes of practice-led research that 
underpin them. The central question of the thesis is: 
(a) How can the Nurse Artist emerge to express the self, to gain a voice in a 
system that often demands compliance and silence?  
To inform, explore and execute this aim, the accompanying questions are 
also asked: 
(b) How can my creative life and my nursing life inform each other to create an 
original theatrical work?   
(c)  What can be learnt from such a project and what value could it have for the 
self, the nursing community in particular and the wider social community? 
As the second question indicates, the project issues out of the dual 
identities I have juggled for over 20 years – my identity as a nurse within 
the medical/hospital system, and my identity as a performing artist (writer, 
performer, singer, song writer). The nurse as professional and the nurse 
as artist would seem to be irreconcilable modes of being. The nurse as 
professional is located in a system of duties, regulations and conducts that 
in many instances demands a resignation, a silencing of the self – what 
Foucault calls a ‘docile body’ (1977, 136). However the nurse as artist 
provides opportunity to draw on creative resources to examine this 
system, to seek out its silencing mechanisms and to provide, by way of a 
theatrical production, embodied voices for nurses and their experiences 
within the system. In the process the nurse as researcher emerges in this 
exegesis to take account of the ways in which the creative and the critical 
mutually and productively inform each other.  
Lois Weaver (2015) asserts in her book, “The Only Way Home is Through 
the Show, “performance is a way of knowing”, and offers “a kind of 
restorative comforting power, like coming home” (13). In her comments on 
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the “restorative” power of performance, Weaver also highlights its capacity 
for personal and social change when she writes:  
Performance can be a structure that allows us to do things we 
wouldn’t normally do; it is now or never. In that now, when you 
insert yourself into it, you are embodying things, doing things and 
moving things. You can change in that: it has to be now or never 
(2015, 8). 
Pelias also confirms aesthetic performance as a site of revelation and 
potential change in his claims that it is a way of “giving shape to haunting 
spirits, putting into form what disturbs, what fascinates, what demands 
attention” (1999,109).  As the third question of this research project 
indicates, the performance outcome attempts to put “into form” those 
aspects of being a nurse that disturb, fascinate and demand attention not 
just for the self but for the community of nurses and the public at large 
(Pelias, 1999, 109). A work in progress, The Performing Nurse aims to 
be an original creative/theatrical production constructed as a collage of 
related comic monologue portraits of various nurses, written and 
performed by the researcher, and connected through shared themes 
(oppression, frustration, powerlessness, muting of self, demands of the 
system, and desire for recognition) and contexts. The comic, 
carnivalesque form is favoured to lend subversive and aesthetic weight to 
these aspects.  
The following sections of this exegesis identify the journey through 
methodologies, practice-led approaches, theories, concepts and 
reflections that have informed the production. The methodology segment 
briefly indicates the relevance and value of practice-led research and auto-
ethnographic and ethnographic practices to the central research 
questions. As a practice-led thesis, the practice of writing and creating The 
Performing Nurse has led to an examination of a variety of concepts and 
ideas, some theoretical, some located within existing aesthetic contexts 
and scholarly fields, but all bearing relevance to the decisions made about 
the content, style and themes of the production. The Contextual Review 
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therefore considers a number of these pertinent aspects. Contextual 
Review Part A considers the usefulness of the comic mode for delivering 
its themes, the comedy of nurse practitioners whose work endorses this 
approach, and the developing field of Performing Medicine as an important 
context in which to place my work. Contextual Review Part B discusses 
specific concepts from the writings of Michel Foucault, Julia Kristeva and 
Michel Bakhtin that deal with the (social and psychological) production of 
disciplined, abject and grotesque bodies. The Creative Practice section, 
demonstrates the effectiveness and significance of the practice-led 
approach to the project/thesis as it highlights the ways in which practice, 
reflection, research, theory, creativity, critical thinking are mutually 
informative, eclectic, protean, dialogic and ongoing. Finally the exegesis 
comments on the findings, returning to the research questions to address 
the project and its contribution to knowledge. Consequently, the crafting of 
my practice as an artist, researcher and nurse, (three authoritative roles 
relevant to the remit of Performing Medicine), has formed the work in 
progress that is embodied in the theatrical production The Performing 
Nurse.  The performance weaves together the subject matter of arts, 
health and communication in order to place nurses, nurses’ stories and the 
nurse artist voice, in the Performing Medicine paradigm. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
The methodologies that are used in the research and the creative 
production and its framing are auto-ethnographically and ethnographically 
based. This mode enables me to combine the nurse as artist with the 
nurse as researcher within a practice-led paradigm. The research tool 
used within the project was firstly an informal discussion and then a more 
formal feedback/questionnaire was given to nurses who attended the ‘work 
in progress’ iterations of The Performing Nurse. There were approximately 
fifty nurses who completed the ethically cleared survey. Twelve of these 
are drawn on in the thesis and attached as an appendix. (See Appendix J) 
They represent the majority views of the entire group. The full quantity can 
be accessed via the researcher upon request. This section therefore 
highlights the viability of auto-ethnography, performative ethnography and 
practice-led research as conducive to the aims of the research project and 
its creative outcome. 
(a) Auto-ethnography/performative ethnography 
The creative/theatrical production, The Performing Nurse, consists of a 
gallery of inter-connected female nurse characters, Caroline, Sister Bay 
Maree Rush, JAN (Just a Nurse), The Poetic Midwife, and The Singer, 
addressing an audience through a series of comic monologues and song, 
and against a backdrop of projected images and film clips. The characters 
are of course, creatively enhanced, constructed not only from my own 
nursing experiences but also from those of fellow nurses. While in 
contemporary times, male nurses are an increasing part of the workforce; 
my concern in this project is with female nurse experiences, as it is out of 
that history that my own history has been formed. While the project does 
not undertake a feminist approach or analysis, it nevertheless understands 
that when we speak or write, or perform, we do so as gendered beings.  
Many theorists claim the importance of personal experience as a source of 
a transformative aesthetics. Denzin (2006), citing Spry in his article from 
the Journal of Contemporary Ethnography claims that, “Auto-ethnography 
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is self- narrative that critiques the situatedness of self and others in social 
context” (710). In alignment with the auto-ethnographic impulse I kept 
several detailed diaries/journals and many stored photographs and videos 
of my experiences throughout the duration of the project. These are 
accounts of my forays into theory and developmental practice.  Denzin 
upholds the moral and political efficacy of what he calls “performance 
ethnography”, nominating it as “more than a tool of liberation it is a moral 
discourse” (2006,258). Spry also validates the social and collaborative 
outreach of performance ethnography by claiming: “In performative 
ethnography the textualising body is collaboration beyond body, page and 
stage” (2011, 29). I anchor my production and my own experiences in the 
characters I have written and continue an ongoing dialogue principally with 
an audience of nurses so that the “performed experiences are the sites 
where felt emotion, memory, desire and understanding come together” 
(Denzin 2008, 11). 
However, while auto-ethnography and its theatrical arm, ‘performative 
auto-ethnography’ (Spry, 2011, 29), form a crucial initial methodological 
aesthetic for my project, the undertaking also draws on the experiences of 
other nurses in a broader ethnographic approach. In executing this, I 
presented and continue to present my creative work in progress to an 
invited audience of nurses (hereafter referred to as Participants or 
Participant nurses), as well as to the public at large. In gathering the 
relevant ethnographic data, nurses were informally asked a series of 
questions to respond to in written form in relation to the creative production 
and these were used to shape and texture ideas and characters so that 
the voices and experiences of nurses could be represented, creatively 
explored and validated. The creative iterations detailed in this exegesis 
(see Creative Practice section) indicate the ways in which the views and 
experiences of other nurses were used to enhance the aesthetics and 
subject matter of the performance.  
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(b) Practice- Led Research 
For the practice-led researcher, the feminist position has opened 
the way for recognizing that embodied poetic texts can speak even 
sing, and that the ‘black box’ of theatre can function as the ‘voice 
box’ for amplifying new knowledge (Robson, 2012, 159). 
Practice- led research shares much in common with auto-ethnography and 
ethnography in its insistence on personal experience as informing a wider 
aesthetic of research and practice. It underpins the methodology and 
research design of my project. Embracing this methodology, artists arrive 
at their project with what Haseman calls “an enthusiasm of practice” 
(2007b, 4). Fenton recommends a “highly reflexive and eclectic approach 
to methodology for practice- led research” (2012, 14). In this he alludes to 
the challenge to artists to call on a bricolage of experiences and artistic 
tools while meeting the demands of rigorous analysis of the work in its 
contribution to aesthetic scholarship. My work is based on such an eclectic 
model, wherein my journeys into a wide range of theoretical, aesthetic and 
research modes have resulted in a montage of themes and dramatic 
lexicons to capture nursing experiences with an emphasis on the tension 
between the nursing ‘self’ and the system in which it (they) is (are) 
constructed and expressed. 
Thus, practice- led research is defined where “research is initiated in 
practice, where questions, problems, challenges are identified and formed 
by the practice and practitioners” (Gray, 1996, 3).  The section entitled 
Creative Practice, detailing my journeys through successive iterations of 
the project, indicates the ways in which auto-ethnographic and practice-led 
approaches come together profitably to enhance the process of creative 
development as research.  
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3. CONTEXTUAL REVIEW (Part A) 
Women, comedy and resistance 
This section of the contextual review is based on my journey through 
related personal, theoretical and aesthetic material. It considers the 
influences of women writers and performers of comedy on my own work, 
especially their focus on the body (medical, nursing, abject) and the use of 
comic stereotype. These influences informed the aesthetic approach to the 
creative project of the thesis, The Performing Nurse, to highlight the 
important moral and social role that comedy can play in conveying themes 
of resistance and self-empowerment. This section also identifies the 
pioneering work of women performers in creating viable artistic platforms 
for their ideas within the nursing/medical system.   
(a) Comedy and women practitioners/performers.  
The principal dramatic form for The Performing Nurse, drawing on my 
penchant for the comic and carnivalesque delivery, consists of comic 
monologues, together with montages of singing, images, film and 
projection, as an assorted vehicle to convey the inner world of the nurse 
characters. Comic monologues function as conduits to the internal, and 
they also offer an aesthetic that demands audience participation and 
response through laughter and recognition. This form is often favored by 
women practitioners in the field of comic production and performance such 
as Jo Brand, Amy Schumer and Peggy Shaw, all of whom have had a 
strong influence on my work (see Creative Practice), and value comedy for 
its capacity to perform a unique and important social function dating back 
to the tradition of ancient fools – “they hold up the mirror to the culture, 
showing us our (and their) frailties and foibles, eliciting the laughter of 
recognition” (Gilbert, 2004, 13). 
The comments made by the cohort of Participant nurses who attended the 
performances of my work, repeatedly attested to the shared community of 
understandings and recognition of the nursing culture through the comedy. 
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For example, Participant C (17.10.14) commented, “You helped us to 
laugh at our misfortunes, our mistakes and give us a voice to otherwise 
awkward topics”. Participant K (17.10.14) claimed: “One minute you’re 
laughing and then you’re thinking - Oh yeah that happened to me!” 
Another Participant N (14.5.15) who attended the Anywhere Festival who 
was a Nursing Union Member stated, “So good to learn about the nurse 
museum and see a nurse perform in the space. Made me laugh, but also 
reminded me that our history is important” (2015).  
The journey for a woman performer who uses comedy is a difficult and 
rocky terrain at times. However Weaver and Shaw celebrate the 
resistance that comedy can offer, the use of theatre to convey important 
messages about the personal and the social. They sum this up by 
claiming, “the only way home is through the show” (2015, 7). 
While the comedy in my theatrical production holds up a mirror to aspects 
of the nursing culture, it also offers critiques of that same culture. It 
captures those moments of tension between self, the self-as-nurse and the 
system (the medical, institutionalised context), to reveal what “being a 
nurse” means and how nurses are often silenced.  “What is the right look 
of a nurse?” is a major question, a refrain throughout the work. Is she 
glamorous like Caroline, using her sexual power to succeed in the 
system? Is she authoritative like Sister Bay Maree, reinforcing the rules 
and regulations but not entirely confident of their value? Is she vulnerable 
and frustrated like JAN, embracing the frenetic routine that “being a nurse” 
means while waiting for opportunities to escape its demands? Is she the 
Poetic Midwife, lost in the sometimes beauty of what she does, but also 
embracing the abject, the messiness because there is meaning in the 
human condition behind the masks and the bureaucracy? The Singer who 
closes the performance brings the question back into focus: “Well? 
Nursing, is it a vocation, a calling, a job? And what is the right look of a 
nurse?”  The question, sincerely asked, remains to a large extent 
unanswered, despite the institutions’ authoritative attempts to do so.  
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 (b) Comic stereotype and archetype  
In asking these questions through my construction of the nurse characters, 
I have been influenced by Jo Brand’s engagement with stereotypes. 
(Sobott- Mogwe and Cox) 1999). Wright cites Cixous’ understanding of 
how the stereotype becomes a kind of patent for an identity that is 
institutionally mandated when she writes: 
Cixous has already warned us of the way in which portraits function 
to produce fixity and identity, and of the complicity of 
psychoanalysis in this process: hold still, we’re going to do your 
portrait, so that you can begin looking like it right away (1989, 145). 
Foucault refers similarly to the body as always constituted within the 
discursive and material systems in which it functions to produce a ‘model’ 
that adheres to particular patterns of behavior (1977, 149). 
Many women performers such as Jo Brand use the comedy genre as a 
tool to challenge but work productively with stereotypes and the system in 
which they are formed.  In Laughter and the Medusa: an interview, Brand 
describes her comedy as a kind of weapon, a way to debunk and explore 
stereotype: 
You constantly wish you were in an arena where you can address 
issues…. Comedy is a good way to do this… I’m so grateful that I 
got the opportunity to go- fuck you all, you bastards, who have 
been horrible to me (Sobott- Mogwe, and Cox )1999, 133-140). 
Brand supports the notion of unpacking the stereotype using comedy- 
something my work attempts to do as well. By using comedy, my 
performance endeavors to go below the surface of stereotype, but to also 
use stereotype to capture something of the person within.  
Gilbert’s (2004) theory of the traditional comic postures also provides a 
platform for the socially useful nature of stereotype. In Performing 
Marginality (2004) she describes in detail the female comic traditions that 
women began performing on stage in the nineteenth century. These have 
evolved in contemporary times into five ‘types’ – (1) the kid, (2) the bawd, 
(3) and the bitch, (4) the whiner, (5) the reporter. 
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In The Performing Nurse, I work with these comic postures, archetypes 
and stereotypes to explore deeper emotional dynamics of the characters. 
However, I am not just simply portraying an archetype or stereotype, 
rather I am using the archetype to capture but also search for something 
within the characters and within the nursing context. So I try, with Bay 
Maree’s character, to demonstrate that she is not simply a bitch and a 
battle-axe but more of an insecure woman whose life’s meaning is bound 
up with her registration of power (rules, regulations, drills, self- control) in a 
field, which has limited her power. The archetype/stereotype (battle axe 
nurse) is a front, something that both masks and reveals other aspects 
(emotional) of her life. She reveals to the audience that she really wanted 
to be an art teacher and that she can link this now to the “ARRRRTTTTT 
of Nursing”. She also owns a steam punk bustier as she is trying to 
unravel for herself the stereotype of the sexy nurse image embodied by 
the Caroline figure who introduces the production.  So I use the stereotype 
here, but so does my character Bay Maree, who plays with stereotypes  
(somewhat subconsciously) to demystify or shape shift them as the 
following excerpt indicates: 
I wish people would understand that we are not just sex objects. 
Which leads me onto the items on the agenda…. the sexualisation 
of nurses. The sexualisation, the desexualisation, and the a-
sexualisation. They buttoned us up, then they shortened the skirts 
and sexualised us… look I’m not really sure where we are at the 
moment! But mainly I’m going to talk to you tonight, particularly 
you…about the ARTTTT, the ARTTTT of nursing (The Performing 
Nurse) (Smith, 2012). 
The Poetic Midwife draws on the ‘reporter’ persona identified by Gilbert. 
She appears milder and calmer with the audience. She still uses humour 
to elaborate her story and share the funny side of midwifery with an 
audience. She is non-threatening as Gilbert explains: 
This persona often muses telling humorous anecdotes. The 
reporter evokes a sense of community. (We’re all in this together), 
this posture is extremely popular with a variety of audiences. The 
reporter … observes and delivers a mild form of social critique 
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(2004, 124). 
This is evident in the script when the Poetic Midwife comments on the 
body, the smells of the system, the jobs a midwife does, none of it linked 
with the starched and disciplined body of the nurse mandated by the 
hospital system: 
Nurse, nurse, nurse, nurse, Mouth, armpits, legs, knees, buttocks, 
eyes, holes, flesh, flesh, skin, Never can quite forget the smell of 
burning flesh while assisting with a caesarian. What’s the right look 
of a nurse? What’s the rubric? What’s the template? Sheets, white 
sheets, starch, hospital corners, bed stamp, flesh backs, flash 
backs, front bottoms, in between bits. Genitalia- genitalia!!… Your 
table’s ready (Smith, 2013). 
 (c) Women performing artists and the body. 
Over the last twenty years or so there have been many women artists 
(comedians, installation artists and so on) ‘performing’ the female body in 
often disruptive (to the culturally dominant) and deliberately provocative 
ways. For example, Margaret Cho and her performance film Beautiful 
(2009), Sarah Silverman in her book, The Bedwetter  (2010), and her 
show, The Sarah Silverman Program (2007-2010); and finally New Yorker 
Amy Schumer’s, Inside Amy (2013- 2015). Eve Ensler’s The Vagina 
Monologues (2001) is another example that has had an influence on my 
work, in that it uses a theatrical form with numerous monologues. 
Moreover The Vagina Monologues violates social norms and taboos by 
performing stories from women about their vaginas. It destabilises the 
status quo and clichés of what suitable stories of a woman’s body are on 
stage. It disturbs the good and proper and celebrates that which is often 
abjectified (Kristeva -1982) as well as objectified. In analysing the work of 
a number of these women artists, Mizejewski (2014, 100) refers to the 
disruptive nature of their comic routines, which she claims reference 
Bakhtin’s carnival, and the rebellious nature of the grotesque body. 
Bakhtin has always been a significant influence in my work (See 
Contextual Review, Part B). Mizejewski (2014, 100) quotes Bakhtin’s 
notes, stating the contrast between the cerebral upper body, associated 
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with “higher” functions of thought and emotion (heart), to the “lower 
stratum of the body, the life of the belly and the reproductive organs” (21) 
associated with shame and filth, which is reversed in some medieval 
carnivals. On such occasion, and with great comic effect, “the body turns a 
cartwheel” the buttocks taking the place of the face and the anus taking 
the place of the mouth (Bakhtin, quoted in Mizejewski, 2014, 373). 
According to Mizejewski, the comedian Sarah Silverman “literalises the 
cartwheeled grotesque body where in her comedy she sings from three 
orifices her mouth, anus, and vagina, holding the microphone to each” 
(2014, 100). On another occasion she produces a comic routine about a 
beauty queen who unintentionally defecates in a restaurant. Silverman’s 
routine makes references to all types of bodily fluids and functions that as 
a society we try to sanitise or conceal. Mizejewski writes of Silverman’s 
performance:  
It’s a hybridity, an acknowledgment of the cost of the idealised 
representation, in this case the cultural need to idealise and 
romanticise the female body. The abjected body sits in poop at the 
restaurant, and the more socially acceptable version of that body 
floats through a clichéd seaside landscape in a billowing white 
dress. (2014, 107) 
The Performing Nurse attempts to engage in this same kind of hybridity 
and ambivalence, presenting the imperfectability of the body, in the 
process contesting those constructions of the nurse that impose a 
different, more clichéd and stable form.   
(d) Performing Medicine and the Nurse Artist 
From the beginning of my project, and through contact with performers 
such as Jo Brand and Peggy Shaw, I identified its personal, social and 
thematic aims through the use of comedy as making a contribution to the 
field of what has come to be known as Performing Medicine. This 
burgeoning area of expertise and creativity sets up important dialogues 
between theatre/performance, the medical context and the social world.  
Performing Medicine (Clod Ensemble, 2015) is based on the belief that 
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engagement with the arts can encourage: 
 Creativity and agility of body and mind 
 An awareness of the affect one’s own behaviour has on others. 
 The ability to construct difficult questions and analyse information 
that has no simple solution 
 A questioning of one’s own cultural and ethical assumptions. 
Performing Medicine is a “clash and convergence of the vocabularies of 
medicine and the arts” Wilson (2014, 32). It can be divided into three key 
areas: Practical skills; Examining Cultural and Ethical issues through the 
Arts; and Artists working in science and healthcare settings. Based on 
these principles, Performing Medicine actively sets up programs and 
workshops within the medical system and facilitates and endorses the 
creation of performances and written work by artists for the benefit of 
medical staff, patients, administration and others. 
Jo Brand and Peggy Shaw whose comedic work has issued out of their 
experiences within the medical system, and who situate their aesthetic 
within the Performing Medicine field provide the impetus for my own work 
in engaging with the medical context and the complex and often 
contradictory roles of nurses within it. In fact one of my journal entries in 
the early stages of research and creative writing was this: 
I found Split Britches – Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw. They have 
given me permission to write the creative work and be me, all of 
me, the writer and performer and the nurse/midwife. I feel validated 
(Smith, 2012). 
Shaw recently suffered from a stroke and wrote the show Must that was 
based on her own experiences as a patient and a performer. She identifies 
the sense patients often have of being an object rather than a subject 
within the system. She writes from the patient’s perspective, in order to 
convey their vulnerability and powerlessness. In so doing she gives them a 
voice: 
Pour me into a bag of fluids; 
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You can have a piece of me. 
I’ll be your pathological specimen. 
You can label me, measure me, strip and count me…  
Bottle me in a jar, step on my face (2011, 153). 
Jo Brand’s particular aesthetic also contributes to the field of Performing 
Medicine. She was a former psychiatric nurse and has, since leaving 
nursing, built up a successful new career as a comedian, actor, writer, 
producer and television personality. Brand co-wrote and starred in the 
BBC mocku-drama and comedy called Getting On (2010), which is set in a 
female medical ward of King Edward Hospital, London. Brand plays Kim 
Wilde a recently returned - to - practice nurse. The black comedy reveals 
Brand’s character negotiating the bureaucracy, bickering and conducting 
daily battles with life and death within the bureaucratic entanglements of 
the NHS hospital system. The comedy helps to ‘un’silence the voice of the 
nurse. While Brand plays something of the underdog in the script, she has 
moments, during conversations with her friend, where she can reveal how 
she really feels and who she really is.  
The centrality of the nurse figure in Performing Medicine, has, in recent 
years, impelled the emergence of other social and aesthetic contexts in 
which to give her a voice. In 2010, Nurse-Artists international Incorporated 
was created to create a platform and a vision for nurse artists.  Foley, 
(2010) who is senior editor for the American Journal of Nursing, writes 
about the talents of nurses and how Nurse-Artists International 
Incorporated is an organisation, which aims to “bring nurses together as a 
community using art as a powerful self -care resource” (1). The various 
strategies to learn the art of nursing are documented well by many nurse 
theorists. Chinn and Kramer, (1999, 90) identify: 
The nurse refines her synchronous arrangement of narrative and 
movement into a form that transforms experiences into a realm that 
would not otherwise be possible. The arrangement is spontaneous, 
in the moment and intuitive.  
This definition leads me to my own notion of the nurse artist as nurse and 
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artist. Chinn (2006,182) goes on to say that with theory, facts, technical 
skill, personal knowing, and ethical understanding the nurse creates her 
own art of nursing. She also claims: 
The theory was developed to deepen understanding of that aspect 
of nursing that moves beyond practice beyond purely technical or 
interpersonal skills into a realm that is a healing art form (Chinn 
2006, 173). 
The Nurse as healer and the nurse as worthy are reflected in the above 
quote. However, as Buchanan points out, ultimately, this image of the 
nurse as healer for others produces a catalogue of stereotypes and limits 
their capacity to be a ‘self’ other than in a system that constructs one for 
them. Buchanan, (1997) claims that we have neglected the narrative of the 
nurse and that nursing cannot be defined or encapsulated by an image. 
Buchanan’s critique is relevant as she argues that we need to question the 
practice of nurses in narratives and not simply catalogue their attributes 
(1997:81).  My creative piece, while drawing on five ‘images’ of nurses, 
attempts to address the complexity and plurality of the nursing experience 
by sharing this research and reaching out to nurses and the general public 
audience. I am aligning with Chinn and her notes on Reflective Practice 
with a Connoisseur (2006, 182): 
Practice reveals ethical, empirical and personal insights that 
emerge in artistic practice and provides a ground from which to 
envision new possibilities for the nurse artist. 
Iwanoski, as a Nurse Artist, also contributes to the field of Performing 
Medicine and uses her contemporary art practice to explore perceptions of 
wholeness. Her work, she claims: 
Utilizes holes, spaces, juxtapositions, as well as missing and 
added parts, these alternative images provide new visions and 
meanings of what it is to be human: to see the self as a creative 
being, having multiple potentialities and endless possibilities of 
being whole. (2015 1: (website) Global Alliance for Arts in Health) 
What I am proposing is not dissimilar in that there is a cross fertilisation of 
ideas emerging within the art of nursing and the nurse artist. My hybrid 
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Nurse Artist concept seeks to claim a developing space in the literature. I 
am hopeful that The Performing Nurse and my work as nurse, researcher 
and artist will enable me to make a significant contribution to this 
developing field. It considers the nurse within a powerful and complex 
system; it attempts to give her a voice, and it draws attention to the 
importance of caring for the carer.  
4. CONTEXTUAL REVIEW (Part B) 
Docile, Abject and Grotesque bodies 
The nursing body, the body of the nurse, the nurse as artist and the power 
regimes/systems in which these are embedded are central to the research 
questions, to the themes, and to the conceptual and aesthetic strategies of 
the thesis. The focus on these aspects in the creative production has led 
me to specific ideas in the work of Foucault, Kristeva and Bakhtin. This 
connection to the research and theorists is demonstrated throughout my 
creative journey. (See Creative Practice- Iterations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Part B of 
the Contextual Review firstly discusses Foucault’s ideation of the 
pervasiveness of disciplinary powers (Armstrong, 1994, 20) and their 
impetus towards producing docile bodies as a core concept articulated in 
the creative production. Because of the interest in the dynamics and 
operations of power, many of Foucault’s ideas have been utilised 
productively in nursing research {See Armstrong (1994); Henderson 
(1994); Gastaldo and Holmes (1999);Fejes (2008);and Edwards (2008)}.  
Kristeva’s references to the abject body as that which disturbs proper 
boundaries is also deployed in my creative production as a countermand 
to systems of control, while Bakhtin’s (1968) grotesque body and the 
carnival paradigm underlie the comic rebelliousness in the creative 
production as well as the informing aesthetic. What follows is an 
identification of key ideas from these theorists, as well as how I have 
attempted to articulate them in the creative production. 
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 (a) Foucault, discipline and the docile body 
 Michel Foucault examines the prison as a major institution, in Discipline 
and Punish: the birth of the prison (1977), in which disciplinary 
practices/methods in all their material and discursive forms produce what 
he calls ‘docile’ bodies, but he also refers to schools, military organisations 
and “the space of the hospital” (1977, 138) as places that share the same 
“essential techniques” (1977, 139). The body of the nurse within the space 
of the modern hospital system and other medicalised spaces is often one 
that is arguably a ‘docile’ body in the terms that Foucault outlines. 
Regulated by the economic, political and discursive mechanisms of 
medical authority, which carry hierarchal relations of power, the body of 
the nurse has little agency, other than that assigned and authorised by the 
system.  
Within such a system the nurse is subjected to the needs of patients and 
demands of doctors and other authority figures, the techniques of self-
discipline (she must be a hygienic and professional body), the correctness 
of specific training and examination schedules, the requirements of the 
duty of care, not for or of the self, but for others. In this “political anatomy”, 
the disciplinary practice of the nursing system “increases the forces of the 
{nurse} body (in economic terms of utility) and diminishes these same 
forces (in political terms of obedience”) (1977, 138).  
The creative production for this thesis, The Performing Nurse, aims to 
disclose some of the “machineries of power” that produce the docile body 
of the nurse, while simultaneously revealing, through the nurse characters, 
the ‘resistance’ that is always an accompanying modality to authoritative 
power. Foucault’s much-quoted assertion about the capillary like nature of 
power is an underpinning principle for my production when he writes:  
Where there is power, there is resistance, and yet, or rather 
consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in 
relation to power. … there is a plurality of resistances, each of 
them a special case... (1976, 95-96). 
Foucault’s power and resistance model plays an important conceptual and 
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thematic role in the construction of the various nurse characters in The 
Performing Nurse who are “never in a position of exteriority to power” but 
whose points and “pluralities of resistance” are embedded within these 
networks of power. In aesthetic terms, costumes, positioning of characters 
within spaces, signage, gestures, voices, images, songs, language are 
used to signpost these points of disruption. In the portrait of JAN (Just a 
Nurse) for example, the constant interruptions of the phone and the 
loudspeaker, summon her to ‘duty’ yet she finds their intrusive forms 
annoying as they interfere with her telling her story to the assumed 
audience. She also moves from place to place within the hospital to avoid 
them.  
Foucault claims that space and how it is organized is an important 
accompanying modality to signs and exercises of power and/or resistance. 
He writes that historically hospital space became increasingly “an 
instrument of medical action” (1977, 172), a therapeutic centre and as 
such developed an architecture that allowed “observation of patients”, that 
separated patients to avoid contagion and so forth (172). This emphasis 
has continued to be a contemporary feature of hospital design. It also 
enables greater surveillance of nurses as well as patients, and like the 
panopticon of which Foucault also writes, initiates self-surveillance. JAN is 
aware of being seen, of being caught, of not being a proper nurse, but she 
finds small habitats of her own to communicate with her audience within 
the larger physical and discursive system of the hospital that define her. In 
the filmed segment in which she appears, she is reminded of timetables 
and rules that frame her through labels such as ‘wound clinic’ above 
doors, on cupboards, even the fire hydrant positioned authoritatively in a 
hallway. The signs on the doors and walls behind her are a reminder of 
her nurse ‘self’, but they also are dwarfed occasionally by JAN who is 
strongly foregrounded (on occasion, the camera moves into her face and 
up her nostrils). Costuming plays an important signifying role in the power 
and resistance paradigm in JAN’s as well as the other characters’ stories. 
JAN’s uniform and cap are symbolic reminders of the authority of the 
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nursing system, yet her hair regularly escapes its confines, and becomes 
messy and disorderly. 
Sister Bay Maree’s character, one that opens the performance, in many 
ways conforms to the disciplined body of which Schwan, referring to 
Foucault writes: “docility + utility= discipline”…  “the evolution of the 
modern, disciplined body within an increasingly quasi- militaristic society” 
(2011,97). Seemingly a compliant and disciplined body, Sister Bay Maree 
marches into her scene like a rigid soldier, wearing her headgear, her bold 
Nursing Sister’s cap with its prominent red cross and veil, and her badges 
that are her rewards for hard work within the confines and power of the 
system. She reinforces this authority through her singing of the religious 
Ave Maria. She has things in order; the books, the clipboard.  She enacts 
and delivers the authority of the system when she speaks in a formal voice 
to the attendant nursing body, reminding them why they are there and that 
they are doing their PD (Professional Development) for their workplace 
Health and Safety certificates. She growls at them to behave and tells 
them “yes, they will receive their certificate” at the end of her presentation. 
Bay Maree embraces the view underpinning the disciplinary thrust of 
medical authority, what Rose describes as “the sense of ourselves as 
perfectible through the application of medical techniques” (1994, 50). 
However, while Bay Maree is a docile body in the terms that Foucault sets 
out, she is not uniformly so throughout her performance. So while I portray 
her as a stolid soldier (and product) of the system, I also draw attention to 
the ways in which top-down power produces, as it did in JAN’s portrayal, 
another type of body that does not entirely ‘fit’. Through costume and 
props, through various uses of exaggeration, through the use of comic 
stereotype in Bay Maree’s characterisation, I try to establish her as also a 
disruptive figure to the establishment. For example, her ‘proper’ Sister 
starched linen veil is actually tucked underneath the cap she wears on 
entering the performance. The cap we see by way of contrast is tall and 
embellished comically with large syringes and red tulle – so while she is 
almost ‘pope ‘like, a religious figure, delivering her sermon, the 
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exaggerated props puncture the authority invested in her as a symbol of 
the nursing establishment.  By putting on the apron that reads ‘The 
Performing Nurse’, Bay Maree also exposes the ‘roles’ and the role-play 
that the institution/system demands as part of its push towards disciplining 
the body of the nurse. In various small ways, Bay Maree’s ‘starched’ self is 
often unstable throughout her address to the nurses. Even in her opening 
speech, she explains her unfortunate name where her parents mixed up 
the letters in her name from an R to B and called her Bay Maree.  At this 
point, she laughs and toys with her first joke/gag /laugh with the audience, 
“some people say to me, Bay Maree… you’re tooooo hot to touch! “This, 
combined with the presence of the bustier, destabilises the system’s 
attempts to create and sustain a particular type of disciplined nurse body, 
a specific and fixed identity. She appears at times to be really making an 
effort to pull her ‘self’ back into line, especially through her use of a forced, 
authoritative voice. These ambivalences point to the ways in which her 
‘docile’ body resists what Foucault calls, its “correct use” (1977, 152).  
Research on nurses specifically in terms of self-reflective practices 
organised within the medical/hospital system has profitably drawn on 
another of Foucault’s important ideas – the significance of confession and 
how what is confessed can then be used as a mechanism of systemic 
control and management of the (nursing) population. This control for 
example is the desired outcome of Bay Maree’s address to the nurses. 
Gilbert (2001) shows how the governmentality inherent in clinical 
supervision within the medical system is a practice of surveillance and 
confession, while Cotton, (2001) references Foucault’s technologies of the 
self to illustrate how nurses’ private thoughts have been made visible for 
identification and control through reflective practices. Fejes contends: 
A Foucauldian approach shows how practices of reflection, so 
often spoken of as positive within practices of nursing are induced 
by power, which governs and shapes a desirable nursing 
subjectivity. Power is always present and exercised, even in 
practices that we commonly regard as practices of freedom (2008, 
10).  
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However, Rolfe and Gardener, argue that Foucault is most useful when 
reflection is analysed as a situation in which one is to learn about oneself, 
in a process he names “reflection ontology” (2006, 593).  Moreover, in 
such a situation, one’s reflections on one’s situation can produce important 
revelations and understandings that are in fact not fully controlled and 
contoured by the system. In this respect, the characters in The Performing 
Nurse confess things about themselves and their lives that slip away from 
authoritative control, in the process exposing the way that control works to 
produce disciplined bodies. For example Sister Bay Maree confesses 
about her bustier, revealing her awareness of the ways nurses are often 
constructed as ‘sexy’; she tells her nurses about her ringworm (revealing a 
vulnerability to the power of others to judge and manipulate her), and she 
is unsure about the real value of the books she is touting. Some of these 
books reinforce the system, Calm at Work and Chicken Soup for the 
Nurse’s Soul, but others are rebellious, for example, Working with Mean 
Girls and the book that gets the biggest laugh, Working with You is Killing 
Me. Bay Maree’s divulgences to her nurses would not be confessions that 
are approved of by the authorities. On a wider arc, The Performing Nurse 
is a deliberate confessional/ memoir and a comic “reflective ontology” of 
my ‘self’ as both nurse and artist as told through the creation of a number 
of different nurse characters using the comic mode as the most effective 
form of confessional delivery. The most intimate (and personal) of these 
confessions are delivered through The Poetic Midwife.  
(b) Kristeva and the abject body 
Kristeva, like Foucault, is also interested in how our lives are defined by 
regulatory mechanisms, which construct subjects and define the proper 
boundaries for social and sexual behavior. Her work on the abject 
however, also betrays the fragile basis on which such authoritative 
mechanisms rest. Drawing on psychological paradigms in Powers of 
Horror (1982), Kristeva writes about the ways in which the abject is a 
tenuous state which invokes the tendencies (social and personal) to 
control and discipline the self, identity, the body, at the same time as it 
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registers these as uncontrollable. She writes that the abject signifies an in-
between state that does not “respect borders, positions and rules” (1982, 
4). It is activated whenever the corps propre (social, moral, sexual, etc) is 
threatened. The abject is enunciated corporeally at those sites in the body 
(the mouth, the anus, the vagina) or through those functions of the body 
that involve the breaking down of the body’s borders (fluids like vomit, pus, 
urine, faeces). The corpse, according to Kristeva is the ultimate site of the 
abject. Hospital systems and medical procedures are ergo sites at which 
the abject and the corps propre are in constant dialogue. Arguably, 
hospitals as “therapeutic centres” and “instruments of medical action” 
(Foucault, 1977, 172) endorse, indeed invest in the clean and proper body 
(of the patient, the staff, medical procedure) in order to negate the threat 
of the abject, the body falling away from its proper boundaries. 
In The Performing Nurse, I have tried to aesthetically articulate this tension 
in a number of ways particularly to destabilise the system and its push 
towards a fixed identity for nurses. The nurse characters draw attention to 
the hospital system’s maintenance of the clean and proper body of the 
nurse, but they also interrogate it in a variety of conscious and 
unconscious ways. For example, Bay Maree commands the nurses to 
wash their hands, yet she is also obsessed with the abject – her ringworm, 
bodily fluids – those things the proper body denies. JAN is continually 
wiping down the benches as well as washing her hands. The hand wash 
container is a visible reminder on the wall of the room. However JAN also 
complains about this directive and accompanies her annoyance with a 
comment that she sometimes feels ‘invisible’ as if her ‘real’ self is being 
annihilated (washed away) by the good and proper ‘self’ demanded by the 
system.  At one stage JAN’s character confesses to her audience: “I’d 
rather be at the market selling my special face creams.” She changes the 
tone of her voice as she sidles up to the camera to confide in her 
audience. This reference to the desire to nurture the skins of self and 
others opposes the top down power of the system (in this case 
represented in the never-ending series of forms to be filled in), which she 
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says, “really gets under my skin, and really gets under my fingernail 
skin…!”  Kristeva names skin as one site of the abject (1982, 2), the 
vulnerable border between inside and out.   
Imogen Tyler writes that skin “is the border zone upon which the self and 
not-self is perpetually played out” (2001, 77). References that are made 
throughout the production to those things that threaten to puncture the 
‘skin’ and therefore the integrity of the ‘self’ – urine and shit, blood and 
sputum are reminders that the abject always accompanies the subject, 
that our borders are indeed fragile. But one of the messages I have tried to 
convey successfully or otherwise is that to ignore this is to ignore those 
aspects that also constitute us as human beings.  
Participants’ responses to the comic references to the abject body, 
demonstrated an understanding of the things that disturb system and 
order, as both comedy and the abject do. The following response by one 
participant deciphered this tension in the creative production between the 
good and proper (body, system, society) and the abject when she said:  
“Took me back to my general training in a hospital, the hierarchy, the 
oppression and then OMG… sputum mugs and faecal fat collections… 
made me dry retch with you.” (Participant L,17.10.14)  
I see The Poetic Midwife character bringing the abject into a more positive 
space, so the comedy used in the portraits of Bay Maree and JAN 
changes here into something more subdued and reflective.  Before the 
Poetic Midwife moves to the two bowls of water, for a brief moment, she 
becomes a docile and disciplined body particularly when she stands as a 
small figure under large projected black and white images of her old 
identification badges. Eventually, the pace shifts in the performance and 
changes, as she moves to a more emotional and heartfelt monologue. The 
washing of her hands in the two bowls is meant to be seen as symbolic. 
Firstly she washes away the system and its press towards the good and 
proper. She then sanctifies the abject through a second washing of her 
hands. She recollects, while she is doing this, how she washed her first 
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dead body and brought babies into the world with all the messiness and 
breakages of inside and outside that this process entails. This is not said 
as something repulsive, rather embraced as “moments that glow in the 
dark”:    
After all that death and grief and illness you just become a midwife and 
deliver babies…and you wash the baby, a baby covered in blood and guts 
but when you wash the baby the skin all rosy pink, it looks like it’s been 
dusted in talcum powder, but not a spec of talcum powder has touched its 
body (Smith, 2013). 
Participant R (8.5.2015) commented, “The midwife shifted the piece to a 
more touching emotionally provocative perspective to nursing” and 
“provides a shift to the beauty and truth to the profession of nursing”.  
(c) Bakhtin and the Carnivalesque 
 Like Kristeva, Bakhtin (1968) also writes about the “open porous body” 
(100), which he names as the carnival body or the grotesque body. When 
he focuses on the profane strand of medieval carnivals, Bakhtin 
foregrounds the grotesque body rather than the beautiful “classic” body. 
Mizejewski (2014, 100) states that Bakhtin describes the grotesque body 
as “characterized by its open apertures, and protuberances, its voracious 
consumptions and excretions as opposed to the classic body which is 
contained and smooth and complete.” She continues to quote Bakhtin by 
saying the comic grotesque body is “ever unfinished, ever creating” 
because it consumes, digests and reproduces (Bakhtin, 26). Arguably, the 
medical system encourages a concept of the classic body, “the sense of 
ourselves as perfectible through the application of medical techniques” 
(Rose 1994, 50). My characters in the performance of The Performing 
Nurse often mention and report on the grotesque and open porous body. 
Their repulsed reactions to these demonstrate the investment the medical 
system has in pathologising the abject and grotesque. For example Bay 
Maree gags while explaining about emptying sticky, green sputum from 
the hospital stainless steel mugs in the pan room. She describes and 
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displays on the screen behind her an image of a huge, red angry ringworm 
on a human cheek, which she had as a child. She sternly advises, “health 
message number one, don’t go letting your dog, like mine - Hunky – who 
has been licking his balls and his bottom, go licking your face” (Smith, 
2012). The humour and exaggeration in these segments are designed 
however to underline the very fact that the open and porous body, like the 
abject it is made to signify, cannot be contained, and to do so imperils a 
fuller understanding and sense of self as well as an understanding of how 
society privileges the classic body to substantiate its power. Mizejewski 
notes that Bakhtin’s work celebrates the carnivalesque and the open, 
porous body, which she claims, “has provided substantial insights on 
antisocial and subversive comedy” (2014, 100). Bay Maree’s references to 
the grotesque body and its protuberances, diseases and spillages, JAN’s 
almost reverential reflection on the smells of urine, and the Poetic 
Midwife’s description of her first encounter with a patient’s enlarged 
scrotum are unabashedly described, seamlessly and humorously stitched 
into the more formal discourses of instruction and routine that privilege the 
classic and closed body endorsed by medical authority.  
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5. THE CREATIVE PRACTICE  
Introduction  
This section documents the five iterations through which the creative 
production, The Performing Nurse developed.  The creative journey 
articulated in this section, makes significant use of the personal voice, 
signposting the auto-ethnographic approach to the creative process. It 
takes into account my experiences and my reflections on my work in 
progress, the input of my supervisors and the valuable feedback provided 
by the questionnaires distributed to an audience of nurses at the various 
performances. It focuses on the characters and how they came into being. 
It also illustrates how the production changed aesthetically –in terms of the 
main research question, that, is to provide an effective vehicle that gives 
voice to nurses within a system that often renders them powerless. The 
description of the iterations provides an account of the journey utilising 
auto-ethnography and practice-led research, the use of collected data, the 
dialogue between theory and practice. Since the final performance, this 
section, particularly the Fifth Iteration, has been expanded to include my 
reflections and the comments of others on the production. These provide a 
gauge to the effectiveness of my claims for The Performing Nurse and my 
practice-led research in addressing the research question/s. From my April 
journal/diary of 2012, the beginning of my journey into this project, I write: 
Playwrights, comedians, French feminists and academics surround 
me. Well, my floor is covered in books and journals. I am reading 
absorbing, trying to absorb by osmosis. Swallow the information. 
I’m reflecting on the last few weeks. I am to write a play. I am to 
unlock my world as a nurse and write and be funny. I know I can do 
it. I am now a researcher, following a path of illustrious words and 
passions of philosophers and writers. Following my nose. I am 
good at that most of the time. I’ve worked as a nurse in tandem 
with my arts career all my working life. Now we wrestle in the mud. 
Write, Write. Write!” (Smith, 2012) (See Appendix (C) for journal 
entry). 
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As an artist and as a practice - led researcher, I have attempted to 
experiment and use these points; to plan, act, observe and reflect my 
creative project. The following five performance iterations attempt to 
unravel these points as they are woven into the exegesis and this next 
section. 
First Performance Iteration. 2nd November, 2012. Early Days.  
Preparation for the Ignite Festival, Presentation at Ignite.  
During this iteration in 2012, I was exploring and researching nursing 
history at the Brisbane Nursing Museum. This was also a rich and 
informative base for the formation of my first character Sister Bay Maree 
Rush-RN. In my journal (2012, see appendix C) after visiting the nursing 
museum I write, 
 “I walked along a dusty corridor. A confident retired nurse, (who 
wore bright blue eye shadow) met me and took me on a tour. As a 
collector of retro and vintage items, I was bursting out of my skin! A 
room full of old typewriters, an old original box of RINSO, 
antiquated silver syringes and enema cans, wheelchairs, and 
cardiac machines. I was in heaven. As she showed me the 
artifacts, she told stories. She was mesmerising. She was proud to 
be a nurse and very vocal that, “the young ones today are just not 
trained the same way”. I left with pamphlets and images swirling in 
my head. As soon as I got home the first character was forming- 
Sister Bay Maree Rush (Smith, 2012). 
More inspiration followed me on my creative journey as I studied the work 
of UK comedian Jo Brand and experimented with the subversiveness that 
Bakhtin was claiming for medieval forms of carnival in which authority is 
temporarily turned on its head and the grotesque body prevails. I was also 
very fortunate to meet Split Britches Peggy Shaw and NYC Lois Weaver. I 
investigated women and comedy and the images and stereotypes of the 
nurse in general. The work of Gilbert, in Performing Marginality (2004) – 
see Contextual Review – was instrumental in this respect. I was also 
introduced to the field of Performing Medicine in which Shaw and Weaver 
locate their work. 
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At this early stage of the journey I was also very influenced by a one-on-
one creative development period I had with Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw. 
They were invited to present and perform their innovative creative work for 
postgraduate students at QUT. Lois Weaver (2012) in a meeting about my 
comedy and script writing, said to me,  
“Work on what sings to you. Don’t worry too much about what it 
means, there’s a logic that sings.”(See Appendix for journal entry). 
I used this advice and created my first character. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sister Bay Maree wants to share with an audience the importance of 
nursing. She deconstructs the power structures: modes of oppression. She 
explains the many roles of nurses and types of nurses. She is a 
 
 
SISTER BAY MAREE RUSH- RN.  
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passionate nurse but also secretly “hates being a nurse” on certain days. 
She is a warrior, historical and noble. She is a broad and working class 
woman. She wears her costume and uniform like armour. 
A small audience attended my performance of Sister Bay Maree Rush for 
the Ignite Festival, held on Brisbane’s QUT Campus for postgraduate 
candidates.  I also invited some of my nurse friends who were to be 
formalised later as participants. The informal feedback affirmed that the 
comedy was working, making the character both interesting and complex 
and with something more disruptive behind the starched manner. One of 
the nurse participants attending this short performance stated, “She 
reminds me of the Sisters in my hospital training” (Participant A, 2.11.12). 
It was important that this connection was established in the early stages to 
allow later build-up of character. I recognised too the importance of nurses 
as my major audience. This was something I was doing for them as well 
as myself. 
My creative work at this stage draws on and experiments with comic 
stereotypes of nurses in an attempt to address the complexity of the 
nursing experience and to see how I could also experiment with the idea 
of the ‘system’ in which this experience occurs.  It is at this point that I 
recognised the cross fertilization of ideas emerging within the art of 
nursing and the nurse artist; my hybrid Nurse Artist concept.  My research 
at this stage into Performing Medicine revealed that in 2010, Nurse Artists 
International Incorporated was created to create a platform and vision for 
nurse artists. Foley (2010,1) who is a senior editor for the American 
Journal of Nursing comments that Nurse-Artists International Inc, is an 
organization that aims to “bring nurses together as a community using art 
as a powerful self-care resource”.   
The Singer character also briefly emerged in this early iteration, 
performing a short repertoire of songs after Bay Maree was finished. I was 
not sure what I wanted to do with this character or the songs but clearly 
her serenity and transcendence was something that provided a positive for 
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both; for me as writer and performer but also for the audience.  
This was the beginning of my research journey, my exploration of the 
project and its dimensions and the transformation of the characters from 
simply being victims of the system. I became interested in the notion of 
transformation, which was to later determine the structure of the piece, the 
order of the characters, the things they said and did, the comic modes, the 
contexts and settings in which they were to appear. 
Second Performance Iteration. 23rd August, 2013.  
Presentation and Showing to small audience L202, QUT. KG. 
Brisbane. 
My research in this phase led me to read more about writing characters 
within a comic mode. I explored the social value of comedy for women 
performers such as Peggy Shaw, Lois Weaver and Jo Brand and their 
particular interest in comedy and the medical context. This was something 
I instinctively knew but could now link to both theory and practice. The 
audience, particularly an audience of nurses, became a crucial part of this 
process.  My second creation JAN (JUST A NURSE) evolved during this 
period out of my reflections on my very working class British family of 
origin and the way I came into the world. I was born in a small English 
council flat by a Midwife in Sidcup, Kent, in the UK. My working class 
family migrated to Australia when I was two years of age. My tiny, very 
funny Grandmother Doris or “doll”, as she was called, also spoke with a 
broad English accent. “This accent and aesthetic is in my gene pool 
somewhere”. (See Appendix for Journal entry).  I have also worked with 
many nurses who are British, especially those with a northern English 
accent. One of their favourite quotes is that, “Well in the UK, we do it like 
this, so much better in the UK. But, we migrated because the weather is 
better here in Australia!” (See Appendix for Journal entry, Smith, 2012). 
 JAN manifested as an experimental portrait monologue using my IPhone 
with JAN intimately confiding to an audience in her own home. She just 
turned up one day. I put a shower cap on my head, improvised and there 
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she was! Creative moments often emerge out of the ordinary for me. I 
liked the IPhone feel and texture of this intimacy. JAN, partially in the flesh 
and partially on film, was shown to a small invited audience of nurses. The 
feedback from this presentation was that they enjoyed her more on film, so 
I continued through this stage to explore her character as a projection.  
Audiences either liked her and felt sorry for her or disliked her intensely. I 
wanted a counterbalance to the character of Sister Bay Maree.    
I constructed Jan as the quiet achiever, the gritty pearl, compassionate 
and vulnerable.  This character is also the polar opposite of Bay Maree. 
JAN (just a nurse) was created after I heard a doctor state that some 
doctor’s deliberately call some nurses “JAN”, using the acronym, just a 
nurse! I was horrified, I wrote JAN to defend her. I also utilised the notion 
of “whiner”, a female comedic posture, from Gilbert (2004: 114). JAN 
arrived. JAN is the back room nurse, defeated and annoyed, also 
annoying.  My nurse participants offered various descriptions – JAN was 
 
JAN - (JUST A NURSE) 
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vulnerable, oppressed, invisible, alone, humble, undervalued and 
revealing,  (2013- 2015 feedback descriptions from Participants). JAN was 
working, but there was more to do with her character, the setting, and the 
things she says about being a nurse.  
My JAN creation also led me to the work of Foucault on the ‘docile and 
disciplined body’ and it, along with the ideas of Kristeva and Bakhtin, has 
continued to form a thematic, theoretical and conceptual scaffolding for my 
work. Foucault’s theories of the docile body assisted me in building the 
tension between the system and the individual. I also discovered that 
Foucault’s work is used in various ways in the academic world of nursing 
to analyse systems of power and knowledge in nursing and medical 
practice. (See Contextual Review). JAN is the underdog, good at her work, 
but has secret desires. She has been beaten down by the system, but not 
broken. The comedy of her portrait in the theatrical production aims to 
highlight her embodied and talkative self as a point of resistance to the 
system and her duty of care. As her creator, I liked the idea of her on film 
as a projection as she seems raw and larger than life. The film mode 
therefore has an aesthetic that gives JAN a voice and a presence that 
cannot quite be captured in live performance. Along these lines, the film 
clip of JAN was to develop much more through the later iterations. 
In terms of The Performing Nurse and Foucault’s ideas about the two-way 
flow of power, I wanted to theatrically mark the institutional practices that 
constructed the nurse’s body as docile and powerless, while at the same 
time indicate that same body as struggling for its own recognition and 
value, to even register some kind of resistance within a regulatory system. 
In my script, The Performing Nurse, Sister Bay Maree, JAN and even the 
first segment of the Midwife are seen as docile bodies. However, I develop 
various puncture points which I see as points of resistance to the system 
through aesthetic choices made that also seek to give voice to the nurse 
(see fuller analysis in Contextual Review). 
Some of the feedback from nurses during this stage of development 
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included a request to see more of the “real Lisa” and her thoughts. So the 
Poetic Midwife was born and her alter ego, the Singer. She represents 
most empathically the cross fertilisation of my two worlds as artist and 
nurse. As Chang asserts, (2013) “Auto-ethnography is a highly personal 
process”. My own personal stories are vehicles for social critique where 
audiences can gain understanding of the researcher as auto-ethnographer 
and thus the “social realities and …social forces contextualizing 
…experiences” (Chang 2013). As the Poetic Midwife, I shared some of my 
frustrations as a nurse: “I feel like a caged bird sometimes… 
Nuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuurrrrrse!!!!!” The ‘caged bird’ image was later 
dropped as I felt that this concept was delivered more effectively through 
all of the characters. I continued to have ongoing discussions and support 
from critical friends and my supervisors to sharpen the script. 
The writing for and performing of the Poetic Midwife was/is the most 
visceral and raw for me. In my journal at that time I wrote: “I think as a 
performer I like to hide behind the mask of a character” (2013). Yet in 
many ways, this character, as do the others, move out from behind their 
masks, their ‘performing’ of nurse, to reveal aspects of their ‘selves’. The 
Poetic Midwife evolves to share and confess to the audience her feelings 
and experiences as a young nurse and midwife, much of this from my own 
story. The comedy in her construction is very subdued, making her a foil to 
the others. She is also a figure that, as one Participant R (5.11.15) 
commented in the final performance of the show, “shifted the piece to a 
more touching, emotionally provocative perspective on nursing.” I felt this 
balance was needed in the performance overall, to help underscore the 
themes of repression, oppression and expression within the nursing 
context. I worked on the central segment of her scene to express a 
movement towards a kind of liberation. The Poetic Midwife is initially a 
‘victim of the system’ as indicated by her forlorn acceptance of the routines 
and requirements of the system:  
“… Drips, drips, drips, rows and rows of drips, drip rates, strength 
required by strength in stock, times volume over one, maths, maths 
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in hospitals. Catheter bags, rows and rows and rows of plastic 
bags full of piss” (Smith, 2013).  
I then enhanced this soulless authority and sameness of the system by 
having her stand in front of two bowls, while there is a projected image of 
her with her magnified identification badges. She is dwarfed, a small-scale 
individual in a manufactured environment. Her next scene and the use of 
water cleanse and almost remove the time, space and movement of the 
discipline she has inherited as a nurse in a system of efficiency and 
training. She is evolving and resisting, her refusal to be hardened by the 
system is evident. Participant M (5.11.2015) states of this character: “I see 
a tale of resilience. I love the midwife character, as she is the most 
powerful to me. I think she should have her own show”. The midwife and 
her evolution are paramount in this second iteration.  
Third Performance Iteration.17th, October 2014.  
Private performance for Nurses and Midwives at 9 Burchell St, 
Brisbane. 
The Performing Nurse, with its palette of developing nurse characters, was 
finally ready for a performance in front of an invited audience of nurses. 
This was another very important site for gathering information for valuable 
feedback into the creative work. The setting was a private suburban home 
at Burchell Street, Brisbane, especially set up as a small theatrical space. I 
liked the intimacy of this…it made the nurse characters more inclined to 
confess their ‘selves’. The invited audience of twenty nurses was asked to 
complete a feedback form and to discuss the work following the 
performance. (See Appendix for questions and participant responses).  
The feedback from the nursing group was rich data to assist the work to 
develop further. I made major changes to the Poetic Midwife who really did 
confess a lot to the audience. It was as if this performance was enough. In 
some ways it was a catharsis, but I had to keep her in check, to give 
others space. JAN was also edited a small amount at this stage, but it was 
clear that there was still more to do with her. She was featured on film but 
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it was difficult to hear her because of background noise; she talked too 
much about things other than being a nurse; she seemed to be there as a 
comic interlude, she was uni-dimensional. Nevertheless JAN struck a 
chord and some felt sorry for her: Participant L (17.10.14) wrote: “I’m sad 
for JAN and that she thought she was “Just a Nurse” while Participant M  
offered something more personal when she wrote: “The statement ‘just a 
nurse’…. I remember my pride at being a nurse and then I had a daughter. 
I said to my Mother- In- Law maybe someday she will be a nurse. She 
replied, “Oh, you would want her to be something better than that!” 
(17.10.2014). Based on these responses, I felt I could do more with the 
resistance that JAN might express in her own ways to what one participant 
called the “bullying” in the system. She wrote: “we are made to feel inferior 
and that we constantly need direction” (Participant J, 17.10 2014). 
There was at this stage an overall outcome that the creative work 
resonated for the nurses and they were curious and accepting of it. The 
comedy was working and the themes seemed to be emerging with greater 
emphasis as indicated in the following excerpts from Participant F:  
Bay Maree overwhelms me but she made me laugh” “resonates 
with our vocations, all encompassing- no real “space” for being 
“you”, “songs made me cry, but I felt appreciated by the nurse” “ 
exposure to the human body and its myriad of functions- ups and 
downsides” “ PD delivery, workload burden and pressures, 
hierarchy issues, exposure to the physicality of nursing” “ how do 
nurses debrief?” “Can’t really be yourself, I can relate to that” 
(17.10.2014). 
It is at this stage too that the work of Kristeva on the abject began to talk to 
me as relevant to my representations of nurses and the system (See 
Contextual Review and analysis of relevant sections of the production). 
There was however one participant (who saw the work three times) who 
stated she did not feel represented and that “nursing is not like that” 
(Participant B, 23.8. 2013). This was something that required more 
investigation, more thought. Later this experience helped in shaping the 
more affirmative side of the Poetic Midwife and the homage to nurses that 
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the Singer delivers in her songs at the end.  
Fourth Performance Iteration.  
Part A: 7th, 8th, 9th May 2015, The Anywhere Festival at 9 Burchell St, 
Brisbane. QLD 
Part B: 14th, 15th May 2015,Anywhere Festival Sydney at The 
Brislington Nurse Museum. Parramatta. NSW 
In this iteration I was primarily interested in developing and sharing the 
work with a general audience as well as a nursing audience. The objective 
here was to test the social message about nursing, to see if my comic 
challenges to the stereotyping of nurses would generate understanding, 
give pause for thought. I had been doing more extensive research on 
Gilbert’s book on the evolution of female archetypes and stereotypes 
(Performing Marginality, 2004), and began basing my characters on some 
of these with the idea of using the stereotype to catch the stereotype. The 
performances generated some interesting feedback data. 
Participant W (8.5.2015) wrote that “Bay Maree was authoritarian, JAN 
cynical, and Lisa was “caged in” “working to give more… was more real”. 
Another Participant X (8.5.2015) commented: “Bay Maree- bossy, the 
boss, very strict Matron, JAN jumps through hoops”. Participant P 
(17.10.2014) “Bay Maree- stern but edgy” while “JAN (was) a lonely 
vulnerable, character (this was in response to the early film version of 
JAN). Participant L (17.10.2014) succinctly summed it up: “Bay Maree - 
Oppressor, JAN oppressed”. Stereotypes were being recognised but it 
was clear that there needed to be more texture to the characters so that 
they were not simply one-dimensional. I needed to empower them. For 
JAN this was to happen in the fifth performance iteration.   
The Brisbane performances consisted of three shows at a retro mid -
century modern home that was also the performance space for the third 
iteration. Each night was a sellout. There was also the addition of a new 
character – a contemporary glamorous nurse called Caroline. She was 
invented to provide a contemporary look and to allow me to engage with 
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and dispel the public perception/myth of the glamorous, sexy nurse. 
Caroline’s evolution was a reaction to a participant response to the 
promotional photographs for the show. Participant D (9.5.15) said: “that is 
the most glamorous nurse I’ve ever seen!”  Caroline briefly appears on film 
in a lighthearted prologue at the beginning of the performance in a hospital 
setting. (There was more footage of Caroline in the hospital, which was 
comically sped up film. She went up and down an escalator, holding a 
sign, The Performing Nurse. This was used in most shows but was 
removed for the Friday performance before examination because I felt 
there was enough to introduce Caroline rather than offer a fuller portrait). 
She is however meant to be a counterbalance to some of the other 
images/portrayals of nurses, contributing to the central question of identity, 
“what is the right look of a nurse?” Caroline is glamorous and aware of it, 
but she also admits to being tired and worn out.  She declares, “You do 
have to stand up a lot in nursing… I’m so tired and so are my varicose 
veins!” (Smith, 2015). 
I then took the work to the Parramatta Anywhere Festival, in Sydney and 
performed at The Brislington Nurse Museum. This was a small, dusty 
cluttered space. A small audience attended, mainly nurses who were 
attached to the museum or members of the NSW nursing union. There 
were two key major incidents that were similar in both productions. In 
Brisbane and Sydney there were quite robust male hecklers. The Brisbane 
male heckler was seated and challenged Sister Bay Maree about nurses 
as sex objects, suggesting that of course they were! The male heckler in 
Parramatta physically picked up the character of Bay Maree and carried 
her away from the audience as she started the performance in the outside 
courtyard space. Germaine Greer has this to say about the male heckler 
when she writes:  
When men in the audience give women comedians a hard time, it 
is because the sharing of the joke is an important male bonding 
mechanism (2009, 1). 
It is interesting to note that it was Sister Bay Maree they targeted, as she 
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embodies Gilbert’s (2004) comic “bitch” persona who questions the 
stereotyping of female nurses through addressing an implied female 
nursing audience.  The reaction of the male heckler seeks to reclaim that 
territory, and while it is not the aim of this thesis to provide a feminist 
framework for the project, it can be said the reaction of men such as the 
heckler could generate a further/future line of enquiry.  
There was an addition to the work also of slide images of the ANZAC 
nurses and the continually evolving Singer who soothes the audience and 
the characters.  The Singer has always been a constant character in my 
real world (my vocation in the nursing context) as a performer and in this 
research project The Performing Nurse. She soothes the audience and 
bears witness to the other characters. The Singer is the glue, the fusion of 
all parts. She has evolved also from the first to the fifth iteration. Feedback 
indicated the audience “wanted more singing” to emphasise the artistic 
soul within the nursing self. She creates the transformation and completes 
the aesthetic of my creative being, my artist self, my nurse as artist (Berry 
2013, 210). She is a metaphor, a symbol of my ‘self’ making and my ‘self’ 
transformation. The performance space has provided this evolving 
character to explore the notion of transformation. Participant R commented 
about the Singer in just these terms: “…the singer was a comforting shift 
back out of the unsettling…created a reassuring reflection on the 
importance of the profession itself and admiration it deserves.” 
(6.11.2015). The structure of the performance from Bay Maree’s stuttered 
attempts to represent the authority of the system to the Singer’s homage 
to nurses and all that they do also emerged here as one that suitably 
captured the power and resistance theme. 
Fifth Performance Iteration. 5th, 6th,November 2015.  
The Loft Theatre, QUT KG; Reflections. 
This final iteration included the preparation of the creative production for 
the final examination in November 2015. It should be noted here that there 
is no claim that the examined performance is anything other than a work in 
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progress. However, as the previous four iterations and this one indicate, 
process and product are inclusive. The creative process, the various 
evolving performances have been critically analysed in each instance 
throughout the evolving journey in order to improve the work aesthetically 
and thematically drawing on my research, my own experiences as a nurse 
and an artist, and those of others.  In this iteration for example, there was 
a major edit and re- film for the character JAN after a reviewer in the fourth 
performance iteration stated that, “JAN, created a dip in an otherwise 
magnetic performance”. I therefore re-filmed this character and transferred 
her from her home background to an actual clinical medical setting which 
allowed me to do more with the tension between her ‘self’ and her nursing 
‘self’ and the system. JAN is also a livelier and more likeable character. 
She has morphed into a bit of a ‘naughty girl’ as she ignores calls from the 
hospital speakers and telephones that call her to duty. 
 What follows are my reflections on how I saw the performing space, what 
happened in it, and the decisions I made about songs, props and so forth 
to execute the production’s aim of providing an effective voice for nurses. 
The Loft Theatre space 
The Performing Nurse was performed in a large formal black box theatre 
space at The Loft, QUT, Brisbane.  
In preparation for a smallish audience in this space, I rearranged the 
seating in a U shape to create a more intimate venue. I also used the large 
projection screen so that it loomed large against performer and audience. 
These two aspects combined, with the direct address to the audience by 
each nurse character, demanded that the stories were heard, that their 
different experiences and confessions were inescapable. This clearly had 
a palpable effect on members of the audience (nurses and general public 
alike). One nurse verbally stated: “I cried because the list of nurses and 
their jobs and the songs hit me in the chest, I cried for myself.” (5.11.16) 
Another audience member who was a psychologist commented, “I had 
counseled a nurse who had turned off a ventilator for a baby in the 
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Intensive Care Ward today. I am raw and churned up and your list of 
nurses and your songs went straight to my heart. I wept. I wept for the 
nurse, the baby, the parents and myself.” (Verbal feedback- post 
performance, 5.11.2015) 
Set design. 
The set design had been evolving over the different performances, but 
many of the found objects and artifacts selected, enhance mood, 
compliment character, or create a sense of a specific time period. Overall 
the pieces signal, if read from left to right from the audience perspective, 
the changes over time to nursing and nurses, but without losing the 
general idea that nurses are often overlooked, undervalued and often 
trapped by the system.  
The vintage gold clock (winged horse) fits with JAN’S Mobil horse 
explanation. I sourced and displayed old photographs, old silver metallic 
syringes and enema cans all serving as reminders of a past era. I also 
found an old antiquated manual blood pressure machine and an old silver 
travel oven (like a bain-marie a receptacle for hot food), and a 1960’s 
gooseneck microphone stand. The modern silver commode-like high stool 
compliments the change for the transformation from Midwife to Singer, but 
still retains the steely, hospital, and clinical feel. The silver clinical stool 
morphs and becomes a cabaret stool for the Singer and Lisa who finally 
emerges as her ‘self’. These were placed carefully and strategically as 
artifacts and memorabilia around the set and stage. The left side was 
more metallic, silver and institutionalised. The golden retro clock was a 
timekeeper in the middle whilst the right side was set up with more of a 
cabaret feel with the stool, a book, black reading glasses and a full martini 
glass, a gesture towards liberation.   
The slide show and projections used in the performance also attempt to 
capture historical and contemporary aspects of nursing – the roles of 
nurses in wars and crises, and of course the often-unheralded work they 
do on a daily basis. I liked the look of the sepia images of nurses in the 
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battlefields of war, doing their duty in the face of often overwhelming 
conditions. Such heroism has its contemporary counterpart in the 
everyday jobs nurses do in the battlefield of the hospital system. 
Participant R (6.11.2015) commented about these images in the final 
performance when she wrote: “…the multimedia segment focus(ed) on the 
more unsettling realities of nursing and the significance of nursing during 
the war.”  The nurse characters’ references to the bodily wastes and fluids 
(‘poo’, ‘wee’, ‘sputum’, ‘blood’, ‘afterbirth’, etc.), to death, disease and the 
vulnerable body throughout the performance helps sustain something of 
this ‘battlefield’ concept.   
The Lighting 
The lighting of the theatre space was essential to set mood and time and 
of course light the stage and create ambience. I needed sharp definition 
for some of the characters.  Bay Maree and the Singer needed sharp 
spotlights. The Midwife was bathed in a red wash of lights for the water 
scene. 
Costume 
Most of the costuming remained the same. However, I made a change to 
the Singer’s long sequined silver dress costume to a more formal red fitted 
1950’s style of dress. The sequined dress I had worn in the Anywhere 
Festival was effective in photographs, but I wanted a look to compliment 
and flow on from the nurse’s uniforms. I chose the colour red to align with 
my theme of a medical context and the references to the “blood and guts” 
of the nursing experience. As Hilton asserts, “The practical purposes of 
costume and makeup are in themselves manifold: they establish age, sex, 
rank, taste, identity, special features, nationality, religion, social affiliation, 
and become an index of character and personality” (1987, 84). This is of 
course very indicative for the costumes for Bay Maree, JAN and the 
Midwife as these characters wear the costumes that are dictated by the 
hospital system. Thus, the freedom and resistance the silver sequined 
dress and the Retro red stylised dress, remind us that costume can create 
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as well as disguise our rank and identity in a system. My change to the red 
dress helped to undress the nurse self and reveal the singer, the Artist 
within the Nurse, the Nurse within the Artist. 
Songs 
Throughout the various performances, I grappled with how the 
performance might conclude without being conclusive. What is the answer 
to the question that all the nurse characters are asking: “what is the right 
look of a nurse”?  I felt strongly that the Singer’s songs and words might 
provide some kind of riposte. The songs finally selected were: 
I’m Going Crazy (with a backing track) 
Song to the Siren (Acappella) 
La Luna (Acappella) 
These songs were used to both lament and celebrate the nurse as worker, 
battler, carer, and to highlight the need for the nurse to self- soothe. The 
singer explains to the audience, “Nursing is visceral; it’s soul to soul. Who 
cares for the carer? Who nurtures the nurturer?” I’m Going Crazy, fits with 
the Anzac nurses and their plight in cold, dirty and dusty extremely hard 
working conditions. The screen features a wartime nurse dutifully standing 
without expression in front of her white tent accommodation. The singer 
notes, “You can’t tell me those nurses didn’t cry themselves to sleep at 
night!” Song to the Siren is intended as a lament, and a tribute to the work 
nurses have done and continue to do globally, setting sail for Lemnos in 
1915, or in contemporary times, en-route to a third world country to deliver 
babies. La Luna or The Moon will sweetly protect us, was finally presented 
as an affirmation, a lullaby and peacemaking melody for nurses worldwide. 
The Singer explains, “Wherever we all are, the moon will always sweetly 
protect us. We can all connect with the moon wherever we are nursing, be 
it in our hometown or somewhere far away abroad.” Finally, for the Singer, 
I had pre-recorded my own voice in multiple vocal tracks to sing and 
harmonise with my own live voice.  
However, I disappointingly, ran out of time to rehearse and create these 
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for the November showing. They will be utilised in further future 
performances. The show will be remounted for a regional show in 2016 
and I will also experiment with adding an upbeat original jazz song I have 
written called ‘Gastro- Intestinal Blues’. This will be at the end of the 
Singer’s section and will assist the lead into the final part of the show. 
Reflections. 
 What remains unfinished? What’s left out? Sometimes the great difficulty 
is the awareness, the revelations and the epiphanies that come too late. 
How do we deal with that as artists/creatives? 
The rhythm of the’ Singer’s section.  The whole song section could be 
reworked. If only I had access to more time and resources! 
I was trying to experiment with the notion of using and being faithful to the 
historic part of myself that was and is an accapella singer. I wanted to 
validate my solo singers voice. However, my creative self also wanted to 
layer the songs more. It was an internal battle. I would like to have had the 
resources to add in the extra recorded vocals or even a piano player, 
violins, cello, the works! Perhaps, I could have ended the songs on an 
upbeat, by using a different last song, facilitating the transition to the end 
cabaret scene.  I was also constantly thinking about the resources for 
touring the work and costs also for more players. How could my solo show 
employ these ideas? I will investigate the use of musical loops with 
recorded instrumentals for future work. 
 Nurses attach to the work. During the 2014 performance for the nurses, I 
had performed a karaoke section, where the nurses sang along with me. I 
was asked by a participant who attended the final show in November 2015 
and had seen three other performances,  “Where was the karaoke 
song?”(Verbal response from participant, 7.11.2015).I will revisit this and 
perhaps rework this back into the performance. It is interesting to note how 
some participants who saw most productions felt very close and excited/ 
attached about some of the iterations. They held on tight to slices of the 
work. Was their nurse artist ignited? 
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Robust conversations. The beginning of the show. Prior to the final 
performance in November, I had a robust conversation with my supervisor 
Sean Mee. He advised me as a mentor that he felt the work had too many 
beginnings. We had discussions an hour before the show and had cut 
some footage and a chalkboard intro slide with the title of the show. I was 
very conflicted and this caused some pre show anxiety for me. This is 
something I will reflect on more to refine the work. However, in my defence, 
I simply couldn’t cut too many things so close to performing.  My internal 
voice was screaming, “ I have to believe in this…the show must go on!” 
Sometimes, I lie awake at night and reflect that my solo show is like an 
experimental documentary film and that the segments of film, (pre Bay 
Maree entering like a soldier), were integral to my beginnings as a nurse 
artist and as a performer. 
In this section of the exegesis, I have discussed how my creative practice 
reveals the nurse and her many forms and helps to place an emphasis on 
the empowerment and transformation of the nurse stereotype. This 
research challenges the ‘accepted norms’ of the definition of the nurse and 
proposes new ‘ways of seeing’ the stereotype of the nurse within a comic 
paradigm. Further research, reanalysing and deconstruction of women in 
comedy, using autoethnography/performative ethnography and practice- 
led research provide a way towards a new focus and new definition. From 
the feedback, it is evident that a ‘strong rebellious humour’ is empowering 
for the female nurse.  
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6. FINDINGS 
The “Worth” of making a theatrical work- The Performing Nurse. 
Throughout the exegesis I have sought to combine a discussion of the 
theories and ideas about comedy, nursing practice, the body (Foucault, 
Kristeva, Bakhtin) with my reflections on and analysis of my creative 
journey towards the production, The Performing Nurse. Given word 
constraint, this exegesis can capture only some of the major aspects. The 
performance, a work in progress, aims to unpack the world of nurses and 
midwives, and to give embodied voice to nurses through a collage of 
character portraits using monologue, projection, comedy and song. In this 
process, I adhere to a practice-led research paradigm in which an 
“essential” role for the practitioner, is, as Douglas (1994) contends, looking 
at one’s own creative practice, which “means taking on both a creative and 
reflective role” (5). The following findings, by no means the only ones, are 
the results of my undertaking the role that Douglas identifies, in the light of 
the research questions: 
 (a) How can the Nurse Artist emerge to express the self, to gain a voice in 
a system that often demands compliance and silence?  
(b) How can my creative life and my nursing life inform each other to 
create an original theatrical work?  
(c) What can be learnt from such a project and what value could it have for 
the self, the nursing community in particular and the wider social 
community? 
Finding One: The Value of Chosen Methodologies 
The auto-ethnographic and the ethnographic methodologies were an 
essential mode of data gathering, enabling me to not only express 
some of my own nursing experiences but those of other nurses in a 
creative way for the content and themes of The Performing Nurse. 
The first finding addresses the first question in terms of the choice of 
sources for the content of the creative production/performance. The result 
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is what Denzin (2006) calls “performance ethnography”, which has the 
capacity to be a social useful “moral discourse” (258). The feedback from 
the nursing audiences was therefore invaluable in providing me with a 
means of sharpening and deepening this aspect. An example is the way in 
which the JAN character changed through the creative performance 
iterations in response to the critiques by the nurse participants, becoming 
a more powerful character. For myself, as a nurse and an artist, there was 
an answer to the first research question.  I found validity for the nurse artist 
that was proven for myself and to the audience. Therefore a second, 
related finding is that the participation of the nursing audience, through 
survey and attendance, was an invaluable creative tool in the ongoing 
development of the performance. Overall, the nurse participants 
responded strongly to the various nurse characters in the production, 
seeing them as accessible and recognisable representations providing 
insight into the nursing experience within the wider medical system. One 
participant nurse commented that to be asked how she felt about being a 
nurse and seeing another nurse ‘air her story’ was a “new” idea for her. 
She claimed, “No one has asked me these questions before, no one 
wanted to know what I thought about nurses before this!” (Participant Q, 
17.10.2014) The riposte to this is to be found in Bonawit’s contention that, 
“The nurse who can have control over her own narrative function is less 
likely to be subject to power relations and can gain some sense of her own 
power in controlling power relations”  (1989: 163). As discussed in the 
creative outcomes, some nurses became attached to the work and felt a 
connection to the artistic nature and to specific parts of the performance. It 
could be said, that the Nurse Artist was ignited for some nurse participants 
as well as for myself. 
Finding Two: The Value of the Comic Postures. 
Gilbert’s (2004) comic postures (stereotypes and archetypes) proved 
for me and the audience to be the most valid and aesthetic for the 
creation of the nurse characters ‘performing’ their experiences in the 
creative production, The Performing Nurse.  
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The second finding relates to the choices made in terms of the mode of 
delivery in response to the second question. I claim here that, while the 
messages and the aims of the creative production could have been 
delivered in a number of different creative ways, it was through 
experimenting and continually developing these types through comic 
monologues, a style with which I was most comfortable, I was able to 
reinvent, shape shift and create new and differing characters with 
important things to say about themselves and the world of their work. 
Comedy’s great virtue is its capacity to deliver the tragic and the serious 
through the massaging prism of humour. Participant nurses appreciated 
this approach as Participant X noted: “You helped us to laugh at our 
misfortunes, our mistakes and give us a voice to otherwise awkward 
topics.”(17.10.2014) 
A related finding here was that nurse characters simply delivering comic 
monologues were not enough to encompass and express the experiences 
and history of nurses and within various contexts. The work had set out to 
be a comedy. However, the twists and turns of the historical research and 
nursing information were far too important to leave out.  For this reason 
projection, film, song, props and image increasingly became an integral 
part of the performance (See Fifth iteration). One reviewer noted the 
development of this theatrical aesthetic over two performances:  
While the multimedia slide footage does not necessarily count as 
one of the characters, it is of equal importance to the performance 
and therefore equally as important to be discussed. The slide 
footage worked well to accompany each of the nurses on stage, 
with memorable moments including the “porn clip”, the ironic and 
humorous book titles being projected on screen, and most 
importantly, the stand alone video segment between The Midwife 
and The Singer. The video segment displaying images of the 
nurses during the war, working in times of hardship, and Facebook 
posts from nurses work well when accompanied by the song Hole 
(Doll Parts). This pairing creates a more serious mood and 
encouraged reflection following The Midwife’s segment (Diball, 
2015). 
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Since its last production in the Anywhere Festival 2015, The Performing 
Nurse has enhanced its six characters, its use of multimedia and video 
footage, set design, props, and costumes. While a lot of the performance’s 
additions to the use and interaction with set may be due to the larger 
space provided in the loft, the use of all of the set items, multiple costumes 
and a variety of multimedia enhanced the production to match the strong 
writing and performance of each of the nursing characters. This content is 
important for audiences to see, whether they are nurses, theatre 
enthusiasts, students or the general public, and the show is entertaining to 
watch.  
The performance is by no means finished and there will still be more 
things to do to enhance the aim of providing a voice for nurses. The 
process itself could in the future be an even more collaborative one, where 
I might more officially employ a director and dramaturg rather than juggle, 
often with difficulty and frustration, the many ‘hats’ I wore as, Writer, 
Director, Performer, Producer and Administrator.   
During the fifth iteration I did have a very small input from a dramaturge 
(See Appendix for dramaturgical report) I will continue to use this 
dramaturgical support in the production in 2016. The dramaturgical input 
also supports the validity of the personal journey of the nurse artist, via 
Gilbert’s (2004) comic postures and her possibility for performance. This 
work will seek further funding and the work will tour in regional 
Queensland in 2016. There are also expressions of interest in the UK and 
the USA. 
Finding Three: The Potential Performance Outcomes. 
There is the possibility of future outcomes that the creative 
production might hold value for health professionals and the general 
public.  
This third finding addresses the third research question and although it is 
too early to conjecture about its future life, the performance has courted 
interest in this respect. Nurses commented in feedback sheets that they 
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could see this work or parts of this work being used in team building for 
nurses. 
 In terms of my own research into the field of Performing Medicine and my 
collegial relationship with comic performers in the field such as Peggy 
Shaw, I can see that my work might contribute as a way of providing 
health professionals and administrators with an insight into what it is like to 
be a nurse within a large and often oppressive medical system. A nurse 
attendee at the last performance tendered this unsolicited written 
response:  
As a nurse, I can say that the show The Performing Nurse 
illuminated the spectrum of thoughts and feelings that I myself have 
had as a nurse. This would make a great show for someone 
graduating as a nurse or contemplating becoming a nurse. I'd love 
for doctors, administrators, and policymakers to see this. Nurses 
make a difference.” Participant J. (5.11.2015)  
For many it was simply cathartic, the shock and even sadness of 
recognition. Participant J (2015) commented, 
 As a nurse, I found myself nodding in agreement, laughing, and 
sometimes crying. It's wonderful insight into the challenges and 
triumphs of nursing. 
 During the first performance in The Loft theatre at Kelvin Grove, audience 
members were sobbing in the front row during the acappella songs after 
the Anzac nurse section.  One of these was a psychologist who counsels’ 
nurses and bears witness to the grief and loss in nursing. This was a 
finding that I had not anticipated, and I felt it was a true measure of the 
potential worth of the project. 
Finding Four: The Complexities of Practice-led Research 
There is value in wedding research to practice. But there is also a 
difficulty in the dialogue that had to be set up and sustained 
throughout the duration of this project between myself as nurse, as a 
performing artist and as researcher.  
This ongoing dialogue has been essential to address all three related 
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research questions as effectively as I could. It has entailed significant 
research in familiar fields such as comedy and the creative use of auto-
ethnographic and ethnographic experiences, but also led me to the 
unfamiliar but enticing work of social and psychosocial theorists such as 
Foucault, Kristeva and Bakhtin. The challenge for me here was how to 
give creative form to what became increasingly relevant ideas about the 
docile and disciplined body (Foucault), the abject body (Kristeva) and the 
grotesque body (Bakhtin). While I feel I have done this reasonably 
successfully I would like to experiment more with the challenge these 
theories posit for creative practitioners working in the Performing Medicine 
arena. I would like to attempt to interpret the musical component of the 
performance in more depth. After further reflection and viewing of video 
documentation the music and songs in the work require further 
investigation and resources. 
 
Finding Five: Limitations 
The inevitability of limitation.  
It is evident that a feminist lens and feminist theories could have been 
productively deployed to process the research questions. In the main 
nurses are, and historically have been, women, within a field chiefly run by 
men. This adds another layer to the hierarchal relations of power within the 
nursing field and to the ways in which nurses are socially and discursively 
constructed. Kristeva’s abject is located significantly in the maternal body 
so the references to midwives who are at the coalface of the birthing 
process could be creatively examined in this light, while Judith Butler’s 
(1990,270) much used theory of the performativity of gender could be 
usefully exercised in relation to identity issues raised in the creative 
production. These interesting approaches present themselves as real 
possibilities for future research and creative activity. Furthermore, (if it 
suits a future project), an exploration of the style of cabaret is a possibility. 
The present creative practice-led project is an experimental, eclectic and 
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evocative mix of the comic and carnivalesque that does not signpost 
cabaret as a major genre.  
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7. CONCLUSION 
The Performing Nurse is the creative outcome of this research project and 
is an original production that seeks to merge my vocations of Artist and 
Nurse. It is still a work in progress. Through the project, both creative work 
and exegesis, I hope to illuminate and add knowledge to the 
methodologies and uses of Auto- ethnography and Practice- led research, 
to the field of women and comedy and to the developing frames of 
reference for Performing Medicine. Performative auto-ethnography is 
useful in its capacity to reach the social through the personal.  Spry holds 
that performative auto-ethnography “views the personal as inherently 
political… and holds aesthetic crafting of research as an ethical imperative 
of representation” (2011, 497). Through five creative performance 
iterations, the scripted characters have evolved in the production along 
ethical as well as aesthetic lines, providing embodied voices for nurses, to 
represent, explore and ultimately empower them through telling their 
stories. The Performing Nurse draws on Gilbert’s conceptualisation of 
traditional comic postures to suggest comedy can create a powerful 
modality of resistance for the marginalised nurse. Gilbert claims that 
humour can, “encompass, a constellation of psychological and political 
effects and one that if successful, leaves everybody laughing “. 
(2004,179).  
 Furthermore, Performing Medicine as a burgeoning new field endorses 
and provides a platform/context for the complex world of the nurse and the 
Nurse Artist. I am suggesting that The Performing Nurse is in effect 
‘Performing Culture’ (Gilbert 2004, 175). Contemporary audiences of 
nurses and the general public have witnessed the discussion of the nurse 
and her ‘un’silencing’ and in so doing have “participated in cultural 
performance”. The Performing Nurse involves performer, audience and 
culture itself in a continuing conversation to critique and elicit laughter, 
affirming the voice of the nurse. 
As researcher, I maintain that I “must do auto-ethnography as it articulates 
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auto ethnographic theory/methodology praxis, pushing and pulling the 
sometimes, messy, resistant, and epistemologically overwhelming 
performing body” Spry (2011, 497). The Performing Nurse is an attempt to 
examine and articulate this. As the Poetic Midwife from the production 
asserts, “My humanity is now available for viewing”. The “Society for Arts 
in Healthcare” (2011) also contributes by claiming: 
A growing body of documented research, both qualitative and 
quantitative, provides evidence of the benefits the arts have. We 
believe, and research continues to show, that the arts have a 
critical and indispensable role to play in the present and future of 
health and healing services around the world. This is the heart of 
the arts in health movement. (2005- 2015, website: Society for Arts 
in Healthcare) 
Therefore, The Performing Nurse is an evocative live experiment that is a 
visible and transformative contribution principally for nurses. Additionally, it 
is for the wider community to enable them to understand the nurse and her 
vulnerabilities, the pressures of the system and her body of knowledge. 
The work grants long overdue attention to the nurse and her artistic 
companion, the hybrid nurse artist.  Therefore, this project showcases and 
harnesses her evolving and relevant perspective and story to creatively 
cultivate new narratives and communities. 
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APPENDIX (A)  
Ethical Clearance Statement 
This study has been granted ethical clearance by the University of Human 
Research Ethics Committee (UHREC), approval number 1400000726. The 
UHREC considered the project to be low risk as none of the participant 
groups would experience risks beyond their everyday experience, either 
as theatrical collaborators or audience members, due to participation in 
this research. I am not using any research methods that could raise ethical 
concerns. 
 
 Statement Of Ownership 
I am the creator and copyright holder of this work. 
© LISA, K, SMITH 
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APPENDIX  (B) 
The Performing Nurse Feedback Sheet.  
Copyright- and IP- Lisa Smith 
 
Please do not attach your name to the feedback sheet.  
Please indicate if you are willing to have your responses used by the researcher 
in her written research?  
Note:  All responses will be treated anonymously within the research.  
 That is, you will be referred to as respondent A, B or C, etc. 
 
The Form of the show. 
How would you describe the form of the production? 
Did the beginning of the show feel like a beginning? 
Where was the beginning of the performance for you? 
What was the ending like for you?  
Any comments? 
 
A:  Responses to the nurse characters in the performance. 
*** Caroline is a new character: what did she make you feel? 
Caroline was a filmic character.  The first character who had tried stand up. 
varicose veins etc? 
Did Bay Maree make you feel anything? If so, what 
Did Jan make you feel anything? If so what? 
Did you feel that the characters were believable?  
Did you think that the characters were sympathetic portraits? 
What differences did you find between the main nursing characters?   
When Lisa- the nurse- performed as herself – what thoughts came up for you? 
Did the singing work in the performance? 
 
B:   Nursing context. 
What were some of the nursing issues that you saw being addressed in the 
performance? 
Is there any criticism of the nursing context that emerged in the performance? 
What were some of the downsides and upsides of nursing as you saw it in this 
performance?  
Did you think it was a reasonable view of nurses and the nursing profession? 
As a nurse, is there a burning issue that you would like to see addressed in this 
performance?  
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Could you see this work used in a team building workshop? Where the team 
could ask the characters questions and work on issues? I will be presenting this 
work for nurse students. (Copyright protection) 
Humour enables us to cope with the daily, hourly, inescapable difficulty of 
being. (Bentley 1971, 767) 
 
C:  The mode of delivery – humour 
How effective was the use of humour in the performance? 
Did the comedy enhance empathy for the characters or not? 
Did the satire and humour help to illustrate the issues of the nurse 
Do you think comedy is a unique and powerful form of communication? 
If so, how? 
Do you think humour / comedy can expose certain truths about the nursing 
profession? 
Bay Maree and Jan both confess their story to the audience. Do you think 
humour allows them to tell that story? If so how? 
Is humour, satire, powerful? For example if you think about other performers 
who use memoir- like Judith Lucy, Denise Scott. If so how? What do you enjoy 
about their stories that use comedy to deliver them? 
Some female comedians work in comedy festivals etc. Could you see this work as 
part of a comedy or theatre festival? 
What were your thoughts on the singing? 
Was singing acappella effective? (no instruments) 
Any further comments. 
  
Please respect the intellectual property rights and copyright. Thank you for 
supporting The Performing Nurse.  
NB: Please Note for further information on original feedback sheets from 
participants, please contact the author directly 
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APPENDIX  (C)  
The following are examples of the personal journal entries that charted the 
research and creative process through the research project. There were 
two elements: 
1. A conventional journey that included written reflection, photographs, video 
and other rich media gathering. 
2. A sketch book that recorded dramaturgical discussions and critique. 
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Journal Entries 
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The Beginning- ADSA conference and Ignite Festival. October 2012 
After a visit to the Royal Brisbane Nursing Museum, I was overwhelmed by 
the sense of nursing history that was housed in the most magnificent but 
brittle and declining building on the grounds of the RBH. (Royal Brisbane 
Hospital). I had discovered it by accident one day as I was strolling along a 
back street of the hospital to funnily enough renew my ID badge. I work 
two days a week as a School Based Youth Health Nurse. (Community 
health) I vividly remember the sign half cocked and falling down as well.  It 
felt comical already. 
 
 
I looked up at the grand old building and she took my breath away. The 
large ancient sweeping cement stairs that led up to 3 levels of wrought iron 
verandahs.  
As a writer and a performer my creative impulse was ignited. 
Inside, I walked along a dusty corridor and then met a retired nurse called 
(N…), with bright blue eye shadow). She asked if I’d like a tour. Be still my 
beating heart. As a collector of retro furniture and all things ancient or 
midcentury, I was bursting out of my skin. A room full of old typewriters, an 
original box of RINSO, wheelchairs, cardiac machines, silver metal 
syringes and on and on it went. I was in heaven. 
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(N) Showed me the artifacts and space, She was mesmorizing.  She 
described in fine detail her emotional journey as a nurse and her 
adventures whilst living in the nurse’s quarters. She was so proud to be a 
nurse, but was very vocal that “ the young ones today are just not trained 
the same way and “ it’s not their fault”. 
I left with pamphlets and images swirling in my head. As soon as I got 
home the first character was forming – SISTER BAY MAREE RUSH. 
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Sketch Book Entries  
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APPENDIX (D) 
Review One- May 2015 
May 8, 2015 
Posted Under: BRISBANE, NEWS, REVIEWSTags: 2015 Anywhere 
Brisbane, 2015 Anywhere Reviewer, Anywhere Festival, Brisbane, 
Rhumer Diball.  
THE PERFORMING NURSE What does a nurse look like? 
Lisa Smith, The Performing Nurse, uses truthful experience and honest, 
often dry humour to bridge a connection between the nursing profession 
and the creative arts. With deadpan delivery and bed pan projections, The 
Performing Nurse is charming, virile and a wonderful reminder that nurses 
are people just like us. 
The Performing Nurse is a fusion of comedy, song, memoir and projection. 
With a stage hand dressed in surgical gear, a suburban home occupied by 
medical equipment, and Lisa’s quirky characters cracking jokes about the 
inner workings of hospitals, nursing looks like it’d be a hoot! But as 
Nurse “Bay Maree” reminds us, nursing has its pecking orders, its 
unfortunate beginnings, and its delicate nurse-patient ratios. 
Shared physical gags accompanied many a running gag between 
performing nurse and audience alike. Touchy subjects and anal humour 
are considerably unavoidable with sickly stories and putrid projections! 
The show definitely lived up to its MA15+ warning with everything from 
pan rooms to antagonistic doctors, personalities that rub you the wrong 
way to patients who want to, and a fun-poking reference or two about a 
“kinky” nurse’s role within pornography. With stereotypes sliced open on 
the theatrical operating table the audience laughed their way through 
sexualisation, OCD, invisibility, and all of the roles and ranks a nurse 
experiences when walking down the hospital halls. 
Within the show’s hour we meet nurses “Bay Maree” and Jan, a powerful 
and poetic Midwife, and presumably Lisa herself in a more glamorous 
stage persona. Whether each of these women are autobiographical, 
remnants of colleagues, or stereotypes throughout the profession’s history, 
we can all recognise the complexities of each of the women, their role and 
rank within the nursing profession, and most importantly, their crucial 
presence within hospitals and the healthcare system. 
Unfortunately Jan’s presence over a “Skype” video call created a dip in an 
otherwise magnetic experience of live theatre. While documentary 
multimedia and provocative projections brought depth and balance to the 
diverse show and each of its segments, Jan’s long winded and generally 
dull “video call” caused seat squirming and wavering loyalty. To me, it was 
the digital platform that blocked the character’s potential for charisma and 
connection. I waited for the “Just A Nurse” Jan to charm her way out of her 
self confessed invisibility, or in the show’s case, forget-ability, but the 
video delivery seemed to create a connection barrier which was as 
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frustrating as a bad internet signal and lagging Skype conversation. 
Song and poetic language brought a more insightful juxtaposition to the 
otherwise comical performance. With powerful ambience and a ricocheting 
soundscape to accompany the diverse doco based projections, the show’s 
multimedia picked itself back up again and created a beautiful backdrop 
for the otherwise clinical set design. 
The Performing Nurse may sneak in one or two inside jokes from the 
nursing world, but Lisa Smith brings a refreshing connection between two 
professions, two arts, and both of her professional lives. 
This review is based on the reviewer’ s experience of the opening night 
performance on May 7. 
About the author: Rhumer Diball is working as a Practicing Dramaturg 
under the supervision of her mentor Kathryn Kelly. She has worked with 
the Queensland Shakespeare Ensemble, Vena Cava Productions, and A 
to Z Theatre’s production of The Fever. Rhumer is currently writing her 
Honours thesis on manipulative mother figures within twenty-first century 
Australian Gothic theatre at the University of Queensland. 
 
Review 2- November 2015 
Blue Curtains Brisbane 
Stories from the Stalls: Brisbane theatre reviews and reflections… by 
Meredith Walker  
Fully sick with Potential  
The premise of “The Performing Nurse” is an engaging one: Registered 
Nurse and Midwife Lisa Smith presents a comic and colourful insight into 
the world nursing. Ultimately however, it’s a promise of potential that is not 
consistently realised. 
The hour-long one-woman show, fresh from the festival circuit, begins with 
Lisa taking stage in character as the no-nonsense Nurse Bay Maree. 
While much of her dry humour is funny enough to have some audience 
members in hysterics, it soon wears thin as reliance on repetition of the 
one joke of exaggeration of words detracts from the segment’s cohesion. 
Indeed, there seems to be some identity confusion as the audience is 
repeatedly reminded of its Workplace Health and Safety meeting, despite 
delivery being more of a lecture in the Art of Nursing. Direction appears 
leisurely throughout as threads are sometimes left dangling as the 
audience is taken from Bay Maree to Lisa herself via a ‘Skype’ video 
segment from midwife Jan (Just A Nurse….pre-recoded by Smith in role) 
moaning about mandatory training. While the characterisation nurtures 
Smith’s talent, however, there are moments when IT needs to be more 
seamless in its integration. 
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Far from its comic outset, Smith finishes the show as herself, sharing 
observations from her over-20-years in the industry and reminder of the 
humanity at the core of its professionals, including delivery of Tim 
Buckley’s ‘Song to the Siren’ to make audiences think of the vocation’s 
visceral nature and the need to care for the carer. 
Although not yet quite #fullysick, “The Performing Nurse” is surely on its 
way to a wider appeal than that which comes naturally to those in the 
nursing industry, able to full appreciate the satire of inner hospital workings 
and complexities of roles and ranks. Still, to have created a piece inclusive 
of moments able to speak to so many audience members and facilitate an 
emotional audience context is surely no mean feat and the work is set to 
go from future strength to strength. 
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APPENDIX (E)  
Media Release 
One-woman nursing comedy is fully sick 
By Kate Haggman QUT 
05 May 2015 
Caring for the sick is an ancient profession but how much do we really 
know about being a nurse? 
Brisbane performer Lisa Smith is taking us out of traditional theatres and 
into the theatrical world of the hospital for a peek into the lives of nurses 
and midwives. 
Performing as part of the Anywhere Theatre Festival in Brisbane and 
Parramatta, Ms Smith's one-woman comedy show, The Performing Nurse, 
is based on decades of first-hand experience. 
"I've used my experiences to create a suite of characters that use satire, 
song, memoir and live projection to explore the narrative of the nurse. "I've 
been a registered nurse and midwife for more than 20 years and there's 
rarely a dull moment in those professions," Ms Smith said. 
"The show raises awareness of the plight of nurses and midwives 
everywhere - the exhausting working conditions, the relative value society 
places on the profession, the public's expectations of nurses, the cultural 
significance and influences. 
"It's a journey into the mind and world of the female nurse." 
Ms Smith has a history of creating theatrical connections between nursing 
and the arts. 
Last year she piloted an innovative project using cutting-edge theatre 
techniques to explore and deliver sexual health education to Brisbane 
teenagers. 
With a performing arts degree from QUT already under her belt, Ms Smith 
has built an accomplished creative career in tandem with her healthcare 
career. “ I often joke about doing the double shift” Ms Smith said. 
"My Masters focuses on memoir, which is exploring one's personal 
experiences and then connecting that personal story to a broader cultural, 
political and social understanding. 
"That's why so much of the show is based on my own work history. I run 
my experiences through a comedy lens and use humour to explore the 
stereotype of the nurse and her marginality. 
"I'm very much a character comedienne - my show's humour helps us not 
only to laugh but to weave through the cultural critique of the nursing 
world. 
"I introduced The Performing Nurse to 30 nurses last year and, more than 
anything, it showed the value of nurses seeing themselves and their 
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profession validated in the wider community. 
"We had some great discussions afterwards and a lot of laughter - and 
laughter is healing, after all. 
"My plan is to use my one-woman show with nurses in the future. In the 
past I've run singing workshops for midwives, which were very successful. 
I would also like to explore the comedy festival circuit.  
The Performing Nurse runs:•7-9 May at 9 Burchell St, Carina, in a funky 
1960s home owned by Australian Modern Designs•14-15 May at 
Brislington Nurse Museum, Parramatta's oldest dwelling, corner of George 
& Marsden streets. 
Visit The Performing Nurse Facebook page. RELATED STORY  : Theatre 
pilot tackles Chlamydia epidemic 
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APPENDIX (F) 
Dramaturgical Report 
The Performing Nurse: A Dramaturgical Report Following the Show’s 
Second Production in November. 
Since its last production in the 2015-Anywhere festival (Anywherefest), 
The Performing Nurse has enhanced its potential for effective 
performance. The five characters, six if you count Lisa herself, are each 
important and powerful as they currently stand. Each character’s tie to a 
specific mood, subject, or characterisation suits the piece well and the 
weight distribution of time and focus on each character enhances the 
overall messages that the presents on the topic of nursing. 
Since the production’s Anywherefest season in May it is evident that 
scenes have been re-blocked and re-scripted, Jan has been rewritten and 
filmed in a new location – a hospital – and the Singer’s songs, or ‘set list’, 
have been revised. Jan in particular has improved immensely. 
To work in chronological order, Caroline, the filmed nurse in the 
introductory video footage, seems to work as a prologue piece to the 
overall performance. By pairing her snappy statements with the footage 
over her exploring the hospital Caroline’s video segment creates an 
overarching teaser for the essence of the overall production. The light-
hearted mood is set, a flamboyant costume is introduced and a visual 
overview of a hospital and staff is illustrated in the footage. This opening 
segment, or prologue if you will, also creates a smooth transition into the 
opening live segment with Bay Maree’s entrance. I would claim that 
Caroline’s piece stands for 5% of the piece (both stage time and 
significance). 
Bay Maree seemed relatively consistent to when I saw her in the 
Anywherefest performance. She was just as funny and just as effective. 
The entrance – marching accompanied with music – is memorable and 
cheeky! Her deadpan delivery is fantastic for such an in depth and honest 
insight into the nursing profession. It provides the audience with both a 
chance to laugh, but also a demonstration of how much things such as 
orientation are taken seriously. In this way the segment acted as an 
informative satire. General audience members learned something about 
the early stages of nursing and the protocol surrounding the profession but 
they were also given a chance to laugh at Bay Maree’s ironic snaps 
between disgust surrounding the stigma, the stereotypes and the 
relationships developed within the overall profession. With her wacky 
costume and overpowering presence Bay Maree’s stands out as the most 
memorable character within the piece. I would claim that Bay Maree 
stands for 35% of the piece (both stage time and significance). 
As stated earlier, Jan’s piece stood out as the segment with the most 
revision and improvement. The choice to change the Skype call’s location 
from a standstill in Jan’s bedroom to a moving ‘tour’ (of sorts) in the 
hospital where she works enhanced the performance segment in multiple 
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ways. By relocating the Skype call to Jan’s hospital workplace there is a 
more smooth and subtle transition from the orientation context of Bay 
Maree’s performance, to a guided tour/documentary element in Jan’s 
video footage. Jan’s workplace opens up an additional array of 
surroundings to work with such as staff rooms, hallways, and an 
interaction with a ‘PA’ system. The location allows Jan to utilise actual 
stimulus in the hospital such as using a cap and gown for her costume, as 
well as being able to fill out forms, go through various routines (washing 
hands and wiping benches), and interact with a telephone and intercom 
system. Jan’s interactions with staff members (eg. ignoring the PA calling 
through to her and letting phone calls ring out) creates an effective 
portrayal of her reluctant, and at times disrespectful attitude towards her 
work. This attitude is demonstrated further through Jan’s riffling through 
kitchen fridges and drawers, whinging about her everyday work, and her 
confided admittance to wanting to sell face creams instead. All of these 
instances, interactions and insights provide opportunities for character 
enhancement and humour that was not available in the previous footage 
used. Further, Jan’s physical movement throughout the space, as opposed 
to her still delivery to a computer screen on a bed in the initial footage, 
gives her character a more lively and engaging embodiment. While the 
improvements made to Jan’s segment stands out as the most important 
progression to the piece’s development over the past six months, 
something must be said for each of the other characters and their notable 
enhancements. I would claim that Jan stands for 25% of the piece (both 
stage time and significance). 
With the two primary comedic elements of the performance passed, The 
Midwife’s entrance provides a shift towards the beauty and truth to the 
profession of nursing. The use of the basin filled with water and Lisa’s 
softer delivery creates a gentler, more poetic and insightful approach to 
understanding a nurse. Placing the Midwife directly after Jan’s video 
footage creates an effective shift in pace, stage presence and focus. The 
live interaction and sounds of the water introduces an almost awakening 
moment to both cleanse the audience of their light-hearted reception of the 
show so far and prepare them for a more receptive and critical reception of 
the remainder of the show. The ‘natural woman’ song paired beautifully 
with the context of the midwife’s journey as well as providing a hint 
towards The Singer’s presence later in the show. While this segment was 
particularly serene and poetic, a few jokes were spliced in, providing the 
audience with hints of the past two segments. The Midwife seemed to act 
as both its own segment and a transitional piece between the initial 
comedic satire and the more hard hitting content to come with the video 
footage and the singer. I would claim that The Midwife stands for 15% of 
the piece (both stage time and significance). 
While the multimedia slide footage does not necessarily count as one of 
the characters, it is of equal importance to the performance and therefore 
equally as important to be discussed. The slide footage worked well to 
accompany each of the nurses on stage, with memorable moments 
including the “porn clip”, the ironic and humorous book titles being 
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projected on screen, and most importantly, the stand alone video segment 
between The Midwife and The Singer. The video segment displaying 
images of the nurses during the war, working in times of hardship, and 
Facebook posts from nurses work well when accompanied by the song 
Hole (Doll Parts). This pairing creates a more serious mood and 
encouraged reflection following The Midwife’s segment. The video 
segment was reminiscent of a montage within a documentary and was 
effective in creating an important factor to the nursing profession while the 
performer was off stage. 
Following the stand alone video segment, The Singer’s entrance and 
acappella performance continued the reflective encouragement from the 
screen footage. Each song stood alone as its own piece; however their 
identical delivery (acappella without a backing track) became slightly 
repetitive. This could be avoided by juxtaposing the songs. For example 
the first song could be accompanied with music and the second without 
etc. to make it a smoother transition out of the multimedia segment. The 
use of additional (different) visual material on the screen for one of the 
songs could enhance the performance. The Singer could also move to 
different locations within the space for each of the songs. These are simply 
suggestions for an achievable enhancement to keep this segment from 
becoming a small slump near the end of an otherwise engaging piece of 
theatre. I would claim that The Singer stands for 15% of the piece (both 
stage time and significance). 
Finally, I interpreted the closing moment following The Singer’s segment to 
be Lisa herself breaking from the characters and speaking as herself for 
the final moments of the play. As she broke from her stance as the singer 
and sat to have a drink, the deep reflective mood was lifted and the 
audience were reintroduced to the light-hearted beginnings to the 
performance. In this way the show concluded as a kind of epilogue to the 
piece. Just as Caroline can be considered a general introduction to the 
piece and its atmosphere, approach and content, Lisa’s final statements 
feel as if they both closed the piece and manifested into Lisa speaking as 
her own person rather than one of the nurse characters before we exit the 
theatre and return to the ‘real world’. I would claim that Lisa’s concluding 
segment stands for 5% of the piece (both stage time and significance). 
Since its last production in Anywherefest 2015, The Performing Nurse has 
enhanced its six characters, its use of multimedia and video footage, set 
design, props, and costumes. While a lot of the performance’s additions to 
the use and interaction with set may be due to the larger space provided in 
the loft, the use of all of the set items, multiple costumes and a variety of 
multimedia enhanced the production to match the strong writing and 
performance of each of the nursing characters. This content is important 
for audiences to see, whether they are nurses, theatre enthusiasts, 
students or the general public, and the show is entertaining to watch. 
Lisa Smith’s The Performing Nurse Rhumer Diball - Dramaturg 
14/11/15 
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APPENDIX (G)  
Production Photographs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
THE POETIC MIDWIFE 
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THE POETIC MIDWIFE 
THE SINGER 
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CAROLINE 
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APPENDIX (H) 
Artist Biography 
Lisa Smith: Singer, Writer, Performer, Workshop leader, Educator, Health 
Professional         Arts and Health -Biography- 2016. 
Lisa Smith brings a breadth of varied experience from her work as a 
creative arts practitioner and as a health professional, Clinical/ Registered 
Nurse and Midwife. She has diversified her talents between singing, 
playwriting, performer/actor, health professional, midwife, classroom 
educator, facilitator and workshop leader. Lisa completed her Bachelor of 
Arts in Drama at QUT and has now completed a Practice Led Master of 
Arts (Research) at QUT. Lisa is exploring the world of the female nurse 
through Auto-ethnography and comedy. (The show had a successful sell 
out run at the Brisbane and Sydney Anywhere Festival 2015). A solo final 
show was performed at The Loft theatre – QUT – Brisbane, Australia. 
November 5th, 6th- 2015. 
Lisa’s facilitation and workshop leadership skills range from the community 
and schools sector to corporate arenas. During her arts career Lisa has 
been awarded various grants for her playwriting, including The Australia 
Council. Lisa was also the recipient of a Lord Mayor’s Performing Arts 
Fellowship and studied Voice and Theatre and Education in New York.  
As her writing career developed in 1992, she was also co-founding and 
creating the highly successful and internationally acclaimed acappella trio 
SISTER MOON ENSEMBLE who recorded a CD and toured nationally 
and internationally on the festival circuit. Lisa also continued her singing 
and voice workshops for THE OLDER WOMENS NETWORK, 
BOYSTOWN and arts camps for various Secondary Schools. In 1995, 
SISTER MOON toured Secondary Schools funded by the QLD ARTS 
COUNCIL and were keynote speakers and performers for the 
INTERNATIONAL DRAMA AND EDUCATION CONFERENCE. Following 
this the group was awarded individual Professional development grants to 
sing at the International Acappella Summit in San Fran Cisco, USA. 
In 1996, after Sister Moon Ensemble disbanded, Lisa received the LORD 
MAYOR’S PERFORMING ARTS FELLOWSHIP. This scholarship allowed 
her to work with Ysaye Barnwell from the internationally acclaimed 
acappella group, SWEET HONEY INTHE ROCK in California. She then 
studied theatre in New York at the Lincoln Centre specialising in theatre 
and the experimental voice work of Meredith Monk.  She also studied with 
CAT (Creative Arts Team) of New York University, specialising in 
theatre and education in schools where she gained a certificate in conflict 
and resolution issues. On her return she worked in a duo called 
GINGERFISH who performed theatre and voice at WOODFORD FOLK 
FESTIVAL. In 1999, Lisa performed for the Brisbane International Film 
Festival as an experimental vocal singer performing a soundscape to a 
silent movie called Borderline. 
In 2000-2001 she lived in London and Italy. She performed her one 
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woman show, My New York Girl for the 2002 solo smarts season at Metro 
Arts and in 2003 performed her show Delicious Gossip at the Brisbane 
Powerhouse as part of the MAGDALENA PROJECT /FESTIVAL.  
She is currently part of the Alumni working group for the Brisbane City 
Council. She has in the past worked with the BCC on team building 
projects. Her work and experience embrace many workshop styles in 
Playwriting, Community theatre and Theatre in Education. These have 
now culminated in using these experiences as a tutor in Applied Theatre 
at QUT for University drama students.  
However, her most recent areas of specialty have been in voice, Singing 
for Self Esteem workshops. These have included the International 
Capers Midwifery Conference where Doctors and Midwives participated 
in Voice and singing workshops. These have since culminated in 
workshops for Midwives for Professional Development for Queensland 
Health. 
Lisa successfully ran from 2006-2012 Singing for Self Esteem workshops 
for Refugee students which then culminated in concerts and a CD. This 
has now linked in 2012-2015 into the successful QUT Widening 
Participation Program and Explore Uni Day where students experience 
singing/voice workshops. Lisa is currently an ambassador for Creative 
Industries and facilitates the highly successful ‘Be The Voice’ workshops. 
In 2010 Lisa worked at YPP- Young Parent’s program in Brisbane as 
their creative midwife, Childbirth educator (antenatal). This link in with her 
work has led her to be asked to facilitate singing workshops for Midwives. 
Lisa also has a vision to sing and be a part of the landscape in feature 
films. She was fortunate in 2009 to be part of 2 films- Narnia 3, The 
Voyage of the Dawn Treader and also a small scene with Ioan Gruffud, 
in movie, Sanctum,2011. 
In 2013 Lisa was an intern for the QUT Prophetical Corporate theatre 
team. She presented voice workshops to the Executive Masters program 
and DMO group in Canberra. QUT 
In 2014 Lisa was successful in gaining a Medicare Local grant- The 
Pitch. She worked for 6 months creating a pilot project with 15 QUT 
drama students. The grant explored creating innovative and creative ways 
to present sexual health info to young people 16- 25 yrs. She will seek 
further funding for this work to continue. 
In 2015 and 2016 Lisa performed her singing, comedy and characters as 
part of the Brisbane Anywhere Festival. 
 
 CONTACT: EMAIL: lisasmithbriz@gmail.com 
 
 
 
